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On  March  4  the  Commission  presented  it~ 
"balance sheet"  of  the  CAP  to  the  EEC 
Council  of Agriculture Ministers. 
This  document  - called for  by  the agri· 
culture ministers last October  - is in 
effect a  complete  inventory of  the  com· 
mon  agricultural policy over  the  ten 
years  of its existence.  It shows  how 
the  CAP  has  successfully coped with in· 
ternal changes,  with changes  in the 
world  food  markets  and  the  new  situa-
tion created by  the  enlargement of the 
Community. 
The  Balance  sheet  - designed  to  form 
the basis of detailed discussion by  the 
Council  and  the  European Parliament  -
is divided into three parts. 
The  first deals with  the  evolution of 
the  CAP.  The  second part  examines  how 
effectively the  market  mechanisms  have 
achieved  the  objectives of  the CAP.  In 
the  third part,  the Commission recalls 
its recommendations  of November  1973 
and  suggests  how  these  can  be  further 
developed  to  improve  the  working  of  the 
internal  food  market  in the  future. 
So  that readers of  the  "CAP  Newsletters• 
~ay have  a  complete  understanding  of 
the  atooktakinc  they will  find here  a 
full  text similar to  the  publication on 
the Agricultural Memorandum  1973-1978 
issued in November  1973.  The  examina-
tion of these  two  complementary  docu-
ments  will give all those  interested a 
round  base  for  study and  discussion. COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
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8.  'J'he a·.lthors  of th\)  Treaty,  in provic!.inL:  for  th~  inclusion of agriculture  in 
the  common  m3.rket 1  1-~ished to  involve  this  se::tor in the  pt:rsuit  of  the 
,;ener~l  ob.~ectivE'R of the  C:or:1munity  ~s  Ret  for~h in Article?.  of the Trc!"ty, 
A  comlnon  Pf:ricult.ur~l  :"1:":--ket  see!rt:>d  rn  cssen+.inl  conditton for the 
b~lrncin~ of trede  betwe~n the  econo~ies of the  ~ember St~tes;  to heve 
excluded  f'[':ricnlhtre  fro!!!  the  cor.>'!!on  n?.rket  would  hl"ve  led to distortions in 
other !'lectors  of the  econom,•.r,  since  the  pursuit  of n3.t iona.l  a.bric•.tlt  t:ra.l 
policie£'1  wo11ln  h::-vc  h~"n  r  direct  cffect  on the competitiveness  of  industr~·; 
l~stl~·,  rrrtcnl  ture Nr>s  con!'lidcrf'n  "S  one  of t1e  ~re?s 1-.•":.crc  the  openire.: up 
of the frcrntierr,  "hehmen T'e:nbcr  St,.teR Hould  h"'ve  the moet  substentiel effect 
in bringing about  a  better division of lebour  ~nd,  consequently,  on the 
stend~rd of living of both  producers  rnd  cons~~ers. 
9.  Unlil<e  the  cmr.!!lon  inclustriPl  mPrl<:et,  hm·rP.ver,  tlhere the  •rre"t~· proviclE'd  for 
the elininPtion of most  of the  obst~cles to  intrc.-Co~unity tr~de in eccordence 
with  e.  preerrnnged timetrble, the  co,.,-·"1011  Ff'ric'..tltur;-1  ml'rk'Jt  HI'S  to be 
brou~ht about  nari.ually  over  a  trensition period,  throurh  the  establishment  of 
Fl  common  C'!"!'icul  t.nr~l policy; for H:c  vr-r)•irl{';  importPn~c of 2ftricu}ture in 
the  econorrdes  of t-he  J.:cmber  Str>teR,  the  r,rP.at  differE'ncel'1  in n:-turP.l 1 
structur?l,  sociP.l  l'l1d  co!".nerci?l  conditions  pnd  highly  diverge~t trrd:itiono 
in the metter of nPtionPl  r>Rr~culturrl policy hrd led to the  introdu~tion,  in 
ePch  of the orie:inrl  J.!E'rnher  Str·tes of  th~ Com'T!unity,  of instr·Jments  of 
p_griculturPl  policy 1-Jhich  differed widely in their scope  rnd intonRity. 
10.  The  development  of the  common  PericulturPl policy over the first ten yePrB  of 
its existence falls  i!!to  h1o  m?.in  phnses: 
(c)  the trrnsiti.onnl ph<>se,  ~·1'1en the bc.sic principles of the mP.rketing  f!nd 
pricinc policy Here  fixed  (single  rnPri~et 1  Community  preference,  fin~>:-:ciPl 
solidarity,  centrelized management)  and  an attempt  was  made  to 
coordin?.te structurPl policies  (1962-1967); 
(b)  the  sin~le rnrrket  ph~se;  thro~h the fixir.e of  com~on prices  r-~d  ~he 
epplic!'tion to the  rgricultur<>l  sector of  t~e r'.lles  of  col':'lpetition 
contrined in the TrcP.ty,  it p~ovP.d possible to  est~bligh the  si~~le 
mPrket  gr:-duPlly from  1~67 on"'"-rds; - 1-
numeroua  refinements were  mde to the common  agricultur3l policy,  mainly as 
a  result  of the  introduction of a  common  airuct\~al policy;  the common 
agricultural policy also adapted itoelf to the new  dimensions resulting from 
the enlargement  of the Community. 
11. The  introduction and  development  of the  common  egricultural policytook place, until 
1969,  in an  eoonoaic  environment  characterized b,y  general ·prosperity and  great stability. 
Since 1969,  and especially sinoe 1971,  monetary  instability first and  then general 
economic  instability, as illustrated b.1  the enercr crisis, and  increasing empl~ent 
difficulties and  the sharp rise in the priced of numerous  primary products  on  the 
world  market,  h~vo made  the  common  agricultural policy increasingly subject to 
uncertaint.ies and  dangers.  Moreover,  the generally favourable cli.mte in 
which  the  common  agricultural policy developed during its first years of 
existence has been replaced by one  of public distrust,  attributable partly to 
a  lack of political 'rlill a1.  partly to  inadequate  information on  agricultural pror•' 
12.  In 1962  three fundl'Jilcntal  principles t-rere  le.id  do~m and  have held together 
the  ooi!IIIIon  agricult~;=~l mrket  ever since:  the principle of the unity of the  li:~.r. 
which  has been  implP.ru..,nted  through the  ~adual harmonization of farm prices in 
the J.1ember  States;  the principle of Coiiii!!Unity  preference  implemented  by the 
introducticn or a  aysten of  vnrie.ble  levies and the  common  customs tarifft 
the principle of  f~ancial  BDlidarity, which  was  reflected in the setting 
up or the European  Agricultural  Guidance  and  Guarantee Fund  {E.'.GGF).  Tho 
implementation or  these three  principles made  centralized management  essential 
and this task naturally fell to the Commission,  which  cooperated closely with 
the Member  States  (Vana~ment Cocmitteea). 
13.  During the transitional phesc the emphasis  was  almost  exclusively laid 
on  the objective of the common  agricult~al ~rket (Article  38).  The  common 
organization of mrketa,  which  in 1962  covered only 5~  of agricultural prod.ucti:j·:: 
was  gradually extended to most  farm  produce  (91%  today).  The  type of  common 
market  or~nization selected has,  of  co~se, been adapted to the nature of the 
-products.  Four min types of organization were  used: 
(i}  the  support  P!'ice,  covering about  72%  of production1,  \i&S  chosen  \fhere  thE:·:, 
were  historical ree.sons (type used  in the past  in moat  Member  States}, 
1cereals, rice,  su~r, milk,  beef and  veal,  pigmeat,  table wine,  certain fruit and 
vegetables and  fishery products. - 5-
whore  there was  a  ver,y hibh degree of self-sufficiency (cost to be  borne  by the 
consumer)  a1;d  \'/here  production  W'clB  substantial,  rogiorw.lly dispersed nnd in the 
handc or rna.ny  undertcltincs. 
(ii)  supnlr11cnt<>.r,Y  nroduction  .:-.id,  coverinG about  2.5~ of production,  ~~as  chosen for 
those products for 1·1hich  the decree  of self-sufficiency  1~as  lol'l  (reduced 
financial  costs)  2..J1d  \·:hose  production  ~~as  limited and highly localized;  this 
type of aid clso keeps  consumer pricaa at a  relatively low level  (durum  wheat, 
olive oil)  or depends  on  the binding,  under GATI',  of a  low or zero-r<l.ted 
custom3  dut.r  (oil-seeds,  tobacco); 
(iii)  aid  <>.-t  n  fixecl  r<'\te  per hectare or per quantity produced  covers  only  0.6~~ of 
production1 nnd  was  chosen because of the marginal  or localized character of 
such production; 
(iv)  extcrna.l  urotection <:>.lone,  covcrine about  25~ of production,  Nas  chosen 
for products  1-1hich  are  110t  a  prime necessity  (flo1·1ers,  other  l·rines,  other cereal· 
other fruit  <!l1d  veGetables),  or which  are assimilable  to  industrial products  and 
the  supply of which  can  be  easily controlled  ~n. thout direct State  intervention 
( eggs,  poultrymaat), 
14.  Follo1-d.nc  the  aGTecment  of  15  December  1964  on  cO!IIIDon  prices for cereals,  the 
common  agricultural  policy Has  able to set about  the creation of a  large sincrle 
market  froJJ  1966-67  oJmards,  a  market  characterized not  only by the f"rce  moveiJont 
of acricultural products but also by an active  economic policy in the egrieultur£1 
sector.  Among  the  r.Jein  inotrumcnts of economic policy used,  mention should be made 
of the  fi:x:inc of a  level  of prices and price relationships whereby,  for rnost  products, 
a  single support  level  on  the internal market  and  a  single level  of protection e~ns~ 
the external  ~:~arket  \-lerc  introduced.  The  me.naeernent  of the markets  h";;.S  facilite:t3d  b:-' 
a  whole  ranr;P  of instruments of stabilizP.tion,  acting not  only on production pohnt:.al 
and  supply but  also  on demand.  Lastly,  the  free interplay of marlcet  forces lias  en-
coura~d  by the application of the rules of competition contained in the Treaty. 
15.  While  the  principles of Community  preference  and  financial solidarity were  able to 
play their full  role,  the unity of the  market,  which  had  been achieved  with rreat 
difficulty in 1966-67,  was  preatly affected by monetary events  (see  ~aph on page 6), 
without  any solution to these  problems  having so far been  found  through the price 
policy  ll.S  such. 
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16.  Th<'  development  of  ~rTicult.urc hfls  o'l01·m  the  insufficiencr of the  structurr-.1 
instruments  used  durin.":  the  tranfli  t ional  phase  (coordination of nation.-:1 
policies on nr:riculturnl  ctructures  and  contributions  from  the  Guidance 
Section of the  E.AGGP  touard s  the  financing of individuAl  investtr.ent  schemes). 
The  structural developr.1ent  of agriculture  he.s  been characterized by its 
slo\mess.  Despite  the  hi&:h  percentar:e  of 1::-.bour  leavine: the  la."ld  in the 
orif,innl  Community  (4.4~:. per  annum  durin~ the  period  1963-73  and  even  4.6~ 
durint the  period  1965-7 3),  the  nvera1;e  size  of farms  has  increase.:l  b;y·  onl:~r 
3  hect?.rcs  since  1958,  brinr:inr: the  avcrap,c  area to  13.3 ha in 1973.  The 
structural  weikne~s of  a~iculture, especially evident  in the  case  of 
production dependent  on  land,is demonstrated by  the 
fact  that  7~~ of farms  (those of 1  to  20  hectares)  occupy 
only  305:~ of the total UAA  in the  enlar;-ed  Colllr.luni ty.  Admi ttedl;-.•,  the 
profitability of fnrns  has  often been  improved  by  the  inten~ification of 
procl.uction,  but  this develonment  is  limited  by  the  number  of rnprket  outlets 
rwail1'.blc. 
17.  f.ctinr·  on  thc  bnsis of the  Co1::mission  memorandum  of December  1968  on the 
reform  of a,-riculture,  on  25  ].;<'.y  1971  the  Cotmcil  aclopted  ne1-1  ruidelines 
for the  cC'!!!Illon  arTicul  tural  oolicy,  the  insti  tution::tl  fr;:u;·,e\lork  - in the 
form  of common  rne::toureo  - havinP.:  alrendy been created in 1970  by  the  nc~ 
Rerulntion concerninr:- tho:!  finnnr.inl" of the  comi!lon  ?.f.Ticul turd policy. 
Thun 1  the  Cor..muni ty  introduced  the  necessary  complement  to  the  price  and 
mEtrket  policy,  \orith  a  vie1.;  to  solvin{" the  fundamental  problems  of :Surooeo.n 
avricul  tu.re  1  1·1hich  are  esecnt inlly structur<:.l. 
Since  17  April  1972  the  Co~munity has  had  at itn disposal three  co~non 
mentlurcs  servinr: u.o  a  basis for  the  reform of a!1Tieulture:  these  p:rovide 
for  the  modernization of  farms  (Dir~ctive 72/159/EEC),  offer  ir.cen~iv~s for 
the  cessation of farming and  the  reallocation of  utili~cd agricult~ral area 
for the  ;:~rpo:>cs of stNctural  i::~provernent  (Directive  72/160/f::L':.),  a."ld 
provirle  for  socio-economic  .:;t:.idancc  for  and.  the  acquisition of  occ·.lpa.t.iol·.:~.l 
skills by  pcrson3  enbaged  in  a~iculture (Directive  72/161/ZSC).  :Jnlike  the 
price  and  n:arket  polic;,r,  uhich by its very nature  re~uires unifor::: 
le,;isla.t ion and  centralized  rcanag~nent  1  the  coc;mon  measures  const it  ~.<tin: 
the  socio-structural policy  leave :.:ember States a  greater choice  o!'  ;::-athod, 
1-!ithin the  Co:-c-:n.mity  rt<.l~s,  :::;o  that  the  varyin.:; needs of the  different 
regions  in the  Co:nrn'..Ulity  can be  taken  into account. - 8-
18.  A further Community  instrun:ent  of socio-struetu.ra.!. policy came  into bein,:r 
on  21  January  1974  with thn  ndoption by the  Council of tho  Directive  on 
hill fanninc; and  farming  in certain  oth.~r  le!"r.  fe.Your~ t'.T''!!!Il"r  !:'l!l'f'lE'!'!Onted  0'1 
13  Februnr-J 1975  by  impleE.cntbg directiv':!s.  'rhis Directive,  when  applied in 
the J.:ember  States,  will  cc-'.rcr  more  than 3.  quarter of the  utilized agricultu....."e 
area.  and almost  2Q~ of  fa::'lns  in the  CotrJitun:.ty.  In addition to its purely 
agricultural objective::;,  this  com.'llon  r:1ea.nure  is designed to ensv.re  that 
enough  people  remain  on the  land to kee;>  it in good  heart. 
19.  The  implementation of the  three baoic  di~ectivos on the  reform of agriculture 
was  at  fir:Jt  hesit:mt.  At  the  present  ti:::e  two  Uember States ha.vo  still not 
adopted -t;he  legllll'.:!.tive  and ad.r.!inistrative  provisions for the  ful:!.  a:.-;:lication 
of any of these directives.  Seven l•iember  States have  introduced provisions 
relating to Directives 72/159  and 72/160,  two  !.:er.~ber Stn.tes  have  fully 
il':lplet:~ented Directive 72/161  and  four others have  partially imple!!lented 
Directive 72/161.  Since 1974  the coordination and pro.otion of acrt~ltural 
re ..  arch aoti'Yitiee in the Keaber statee have been ana.red. liDI!er the tema of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1728/74  of the Council  on the coordination of agricultural 
research. 
20.  The  Anlarg.:-ment  of the  Community  lent  a  r,e\~  econo11ic  dimension to its rclli'.tions 
with the  r~st of the  world.  In the world trade  in fare  produce  and  foodstuffs 
the  enla.rced  Coi~J.  ~li ty occupie-s  a  very  iMportant  po3i  t ion,  account inc f'or 
33~ of  such  tr~~e.  In certain sectors its  im~ortance is even greater.  ~he 
Col!lL'Iunity  has  sno...,-n  a  ereat deal  of flexibility in facing the  proble:ns a.risine 
from  the  acce:::..,ion  of thT'ee  new  !.~ember States.  Tt.e  Treaty of Accescion 
!>rovided for special arrange::tents  (particularly Protocols 17  and  22  on suear 
and Protocol  18  on milk  produc~s reopec:tivaly)  and for a  series of transitio:'lal 
measures  (in particular Articles 52,  54  and 63);  by the  exten~ive application 
of these provisions,  the  Community  ha3  been able to alleviate the  difficulties 
inherent  in enl:.rgement. 
21.  The  enlargement  also  chan~d th~ economic  character of Community  agriculture, 
which is no1-1  producin[i for an internal  market  o~ r.tore  than 260  million 
consumers;  the  potential productive area has  increased by almost  50%  to 
94  million ha;  the  n~~ber of farms  has  increased from 4.7  millior. to 5.4 million. 
The  averase  oize  of farms  has  increased to 16.3  ha and final  agricult·~l 
production has risen b,y  251-.  Furthercore,  in a  certain number  of products 
the  Corncunity,  from  being in its original form  more  than  100~ self-sufficien~, 
has  now  become  deficient. -9-
22.  The  Community  hc.s  suc~eeded in nd?.ptinr the  comr.:on  as-ricultur~l 
policy tn the  neN  trendfl  on  the  \-Jorld  market:  by establishing a 
system of ex!)ort  levies  ( ccreA.ls,  su.~nr)  a.nd  import  subsidies (sugar), 
the  Community  h~s been able  to ensure  security of supply  and  prevent 
certain hir;h  prices  on the  h'orld  a.&ricultura.l  markets  froc  having too 
severe  an effect  on  internal prices  ~~ thereby  worsenin~ inflation. 
'i'he  common  npricultura.l  policy hns  thus  shown that it looks after 
the  interests of both farmers  and  consumers. - 10-
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23,  Apart  from  the  general objectives laid down  in Article  2,  the Treaty assit;11ed 
to the  common  agricultural policy the  specific objectives set  out  in 
Articles 38,  39  and  llO.  A number  of these  objectives  \~are  subsequently 
amplified,  in particular at  the  Paris Summit  Conference  in October 1972  \'lhich 
laid stress,  inter alia,  on  the  regional policy and  environ~ntal protection. 
24.  Since  its inception the  common  aBTicultural  policy has  been  successfully 
adjusted within its objectives,  to the  economic  and  social developcent  of 
the  Community.  Under  the Treaty,  the  objectives pursued are the  follo\'ling: 
(a)  the  extension of th3  co~on market  to agriculture  and  trade  in 
agricultural  p~od~cts (Article 38(1)); 
(b)  the  increase  of agricultural productivity (Article 39(l)(a)); 
(c)  the  provision of a  fair standard of living for the agricultural  community 
(Article 39(l)(b)),  includinb those  farming in the  less favoured  regions; 
(d)  the  stabilization of markets  (Article 39(l)(c)); 
(e)  security of  supply (Article  39(l)(d)); 
(f)  reasonable  prices for eonsumers  (Article 39(l)(e)); 
(s)  the  harmonious  development  of world trade  (Article  110)  and  the  Community's 
contribution to the  solution of the  prcblem  of world  famine; 
(h)  the  protection of the environment. 
In working  out  the  common  agricultural policy,  account  was  taken of the 
particular nature  of agricultural activity,  which  results from  the  social 
structure  of agriculture and  from  structura! and  natural disparities between 
the  various agricultural regions  (Article 39(2)(a)). 
25,  In the  follo\·ling pages,  this docw:tent  ~till attempt  to make  a  systematic 
examination of the  instruments of the  common  agricultural policy in the lisbt 
of each  of these  objectives to  see  to what  extent  they have  been achieved in 
the  paet  and to see  what  gaps still have  to be  filled in the  future, 
A preliminary remark  is necessary,  however,  The  basic philosophy of the 
Title of the Treaty dealing with agriculture  consists in the full and 
complete  integration of the agricultural sector in the  econo~ as a  whole. -ll-
This means  that  the  rules of the  common  market  are applicable to agriculture 
and that the  only exceptions allowed are those  which are  very clearly 
juotlfied by tho  peculiarities of the agricultural sector.  The1e  peculiaritie 
explain the  difficulties met  \-rith  in the  simultaneous pursuit  of all the 
objectives of the Treaty.  On  the  one  hand,  the  interaction of a  very 
fluctuating and  seasonal  supply and  a  very rigid internal demand  is a  source 
of short-term instability on agricultural markets.  On  t~ other hand,  the 
rapid growth  in productivity leads to increased production in the  lo~r 
term;  given that  internal demand  increasei only slowly in relation to 
population growth,  the  result  over the  longer term  is a  tendenc7 for 
a~ricultural prices to decline.  Phenomena  of this kind,  which are peculiar 
to agricultural production,  clearly show  that the objectives of the Treaty 
cannot  be  achieved in the  end without  a  better combination of the  fact  oro  of 
production,  implying the  need for profound structural reorganization.  It 
should  ho~1ever be  realised that the  cormnon  agricultural policy - being a 
sectoral policy - caru1ot  on  ito own  solve all the  economic  and  social problems 
with which  a.~riculture is faced.  To  solve  these  problems,  the active  support 
of other policies - such as the  recional and  social policies - remains 
indi::;pensable. 
C!Li.PTER  I:  AUALYSI:::l  BY  ODJECTI\'2 
(a)  The  oxt~nsion of the  col!ll!1on  market  to agriculture 
26.  This objective  does  not  mean  only that the  obstacles to the  free  movement  of 
agricultural products  r~ust  be  removed.  liore  than this,  it means  that 
~reduction nu~t be  located according to tho  principle of the  optimum 
:~.!location of rc::.ources  and the  need i'or specialization foreseen in Article 43 
of the  Treaty.  Accordingly,  it implies that,  in the  context  of the  crcution 
o:.'  :1.  ~<1.r~  raarket  including for example  northern ret;ions  and !Tedi  tcrra.nca.n 
re.:;ions,  there  should  be  a  division of labour I"3flecting the  comp:l.r:lti':e 
n.dvu.nta,:;Bs  of such \lidcly differing areas. - 12-
27.  It hnc  tn  l•e  nriwitt.ec'  that the  instruMents used by the  Common  Ar.ricultur:.l 
Policy have  only !)artially achieved  this objective.  It is true that 
the  rP.te  of  inr.rec> oe  in intra.-conununi  ty trc.de  in nr,ricul  tura.l  products 
hn.s  been,  since  1963,  hirher  (409~;)  thE~.n that of the  trade in "all 
products"  ( 335:~~).  The  proportion of intra-community exports 
represented by  a.~icul  tural products  covered  by  common  rules  increased 
considerably  bet~·!ecn  1963  and  1973  for  Germany  (from 4.6 to  13.5~~), 
FTa.ncc  (from  27.7  to 33. 3%)  and  the  BLEU  (from  11 .6 to 13.  3:,;) 1  \·rhila 
it decrec>.scd  considere.bly in Italy (from  16.1  to 9.07;)  and  the 
Netherlands  (fro~ 40.0 to  30.6~).  It is also true that the relative 
importance  of the various national agricultural sectors in  Co~r.nunity 
ar,ricul  ture has  cha.nr,ed.  since the creation of the  common  agricultural 
market;  while  remainin,"' at  able  in Germany  (25.8%) 1  it has decreP...sed 
slightly in Frp.nce  (from  34.7  to  34.3~j) but more  sharply in Italy 
(fron!  27 .o  to  25.4;;);  in contrast, it has  increased in Belgium  (from 
4.5 to  5.1~;)  and has  increased very sharply in the Netherlands  (from 
7•7  to 9.2%). 
28.  'l
1he  analyPe  carried out  in respect of individual  products does not, 
t>.o\'tever,  '.h'ays  confirm the  trend  tol·rards  the relocation of production 
tnthin tha  ~omcon market  on the basis of the requirements of en improved 
division of labour.  A certain amount  of rigiiity can be  seen in the 
re@:'ional  location of certain n;ajor c.gricultural products,  particularly 
crops  wh:i.ch  benefit  from  an effective guarmtee  and  protection system 
which is sometimes  accompanied  by machinery which mq constitute  a.nC. 
obstacle  to the process  of specialization.  In contrast, it appears 
the~ the  location of the  production of er,ps  and  poultry,  which is 
independent  of the nature  of the  land,  has  moved  progressively to,·:ards 
the  areas  of consumption both  in Northern Europe  and  in the South.  At 
,resent,  however,  the studies that have  been made  at regional  level are 
:.nsufficient for valid conclusions to be  drawn on this matter. 
29.  Some  serious obstacles remain which are capable of restricting not  only 
the  free  mo..,·ement  of a.gricu1  ture.l  products  ( "rhere  there are  no  barriers 
of a.ny  sort) but.  fl.lso  the  re;,iona.l  specialization of agricul  ture.l 
procluction.  As  c:x:amnle3  rnn.y  be  cited certain inadequate price ratios, 
e .p;.,  tet.~,,~'en  coL~r.oi1 1-;heat  a.nd  the  secondary cereals,  imbalances in 
ex"";-:1rr..P.l  P!'·:'t~·cL~on,  e.r.,  bt:;t\-:ccn  hJo  similar sectors  such  e.s  animal 
and  vef·et:~ol\•  oi:;_s  and  :L';~::;s,  ;md  su!Jport  prices fixed  above  the  level 
'·rh:.ch  er.su·e:;;  tr,\~  stri.lctural  balance  of the market. - 13  -
In addition,  one  mn;y  note  a.  certain rit!idi  ty in production \.rhich, 
in the  absence  of a  genuine  Community  socio-structural policy, 
accompanies  the  structural rigidity in the  less-developed  ret~ons. 
30.  The  most  serious  obstacle to  the unity of the  common  ar,ricultural 
market  is the  existence of monetary  compensatory amounts,  the effect 
of which is the reintroduction of different price levels within the 
Commu."li ty.  rllien  this mechanism  is applied,  the  farmer benefits and 
the  consumer  is penalized  in the countries which revalue their 
currencies,  and  the situation is reversed in the countries \·:i th dolm·  .. :ard 
floatinr currencies.  This  problem 1rhich  itself gives rise to distortions 
of competition within the  ar,ricultural sector is considerably agrravated 
by  the  fact  that since  1969  certain currencies such as  the  French franc, 
the lira and  the  pound  sterling have  been devalued  in relation to tne 
German  mark  by  ~n amount  (betHeen  27  and  4o%)  that is far in excess  of 
the devnluetion that· \.rould  have  resulted from  the difference in inflation 
rates nlone;  in contrast,  the  exchange  rates of the  currencies of the 
countries in "t;Jle  "snake"  (Benelux and  Denmark)  have  been tiecl.  more 
closely to t 'lc  Gcrma.n  mark. 
31.  In the  crse of  Germ~y, the  mechanism  of monetary  compensatory amounts 
tends to produce  further  trRde  sur~luses ~nd presents an  obst~cle to 
the  opt.·~mum allocation of resources \·ri thin the  a.gricul  tural sector and 
between ar,ricul  ture  and  other sectors.  In the case of countries 'rri th 
downward  floatin~ currencies,  this mechanism  has  the opposite effect. 
32.  l~oneta.ry compensatory  amounts  have  proved to be  a  useful  instrument for 
cushion)ng the short-term effects of changes  in exchange  rates.  But 
as  f~s as their structural effects are  concerned,  they have  proved to 
be  incompatible with the basic principles of the  common  agricultural 
market. 
33.  The  free  movement  of goods  has  served to underline  the effects of 
technical barriers,  which  are  particularly numerous  in agriculture. 
In addition,  there are  the measures  adopted by Member  States l-rhich 
constitute  infringements of Community  rules and  which  the  Commission 
has  endeavoured  to check  by  means  of investieations and action under 
the established procedures.  Such  a.ction cannot  solve all the  problems 
on its own  and  harmonization has  been +.he  tool most  used.  A cursory - 14-
asseRsn:cnt  sho1·:::;  thnt  the  resul  tR  ob"':.::::.incd  are  f<>.r  from  ne:li,~i  blc 
j n  a  numbf!r  of  sP.ctorfl  (seed~  <>.nd  f~c<.>r1.l. inr:s,  the  veterin.:'  r~·  ccc·to1·, 
nnir.1nl  fcedinc:·~tuf:i's)  but  thnt  over~ll they  f'.re  cle:1.rl;y  inRuffic;ient. 
31!.  'I'hc  eat~bliohr.:i!nt of the  co:"'PJOll  r;ricultur:1.l  market  has  boen  ir.Jpeded 
by distortions of compcti  tion,  the  effects of \>lhich  extend  to both 
the  free  movement  o:i  coods  nnd  the  o!)tinum  nllocP.tion of resources. 
The  competitive position of farms  c:1n  be  affected  by  fnctors  connected. 
Ni th  tl~e  structures of related  sectors  n.nd  es!)ecinlly ~  the  influence 
exertcci.  by  the  public  nuthori  ties on costs  vil"t  the  oe;:o_sures  the~r ?..d.opt 
in the  form  of lmrs,  rel"'ul:::.tions  :mci.  n.dministrntive  action.  'I'hePe 
measures  rna:-.'  V<'~' c-onsic'!erc:."oly  fror.J  one  country to  <1.!1cthe:r  nnc1.,  "oec<>.use 
of these differences,  it is impossible  to make  an eri1austive  com~arison. 
Hol·H:~ver,  it if>  probable  thrct 1  taken overall,  such meo.sures  to  some 
extent  bn1nnce  ench  other out. 
(b)  'l'he  incr~:-1:.:c  of nroductivjtv  -·  _____  ... ______  .......... 
35 •  .Article  39(1)(r.)  sb.tes that  the  first  objective  of the  Cor.tr.1on 
A{~Ticul  turn.]  Foli('~r is "to  incre<~.se  o.l7ricul  tur2..l  producti  vi  t~r  b:y 
prornotint:  tccr..nj cnl  pro;Tess  R!ld  b;y  cnsurinr; the  ro:.tionu.l  devclo!)men't 
of  n~icul  tural !'Jroduction  ?.nd  the  optimU.iOl  l.'.t:.li::;:-,tior  or  the  rr.ctors 
of :protl.t1ction,  in pa.rticul2.r  lc:-.bm1~··. 
36.  The  increase in yields has ·oeen greater in recent years  in. the crop 
sectors  (cereals:  +  4%  per anr1u.m)  than in the livestock sectors  (milk: 
+  0.7%  per annum).  It mi&;ht  appear w1wj.:.oe  to attempt  to determine  the 
extent to which  these  increases  m~y 0e  ascribed  to  the  existence of 
the  Community,  but  they  me,v  bc  justly e.ttri  buted,  <".t  least in p;:o..!'t, 
to the  creation of  n.  lr.rre  mr.rket;  this  c:.lloHs  con~eti  tion to oner:3te 
freely,  l·:hici1  in tu.rn  ~ro~otes tech1'1.ico.l  p!'o{'Tess  1·rhen  eccom!)anied 
by rules  to en:mre  fc:.ir  play,  and  fnc5.li tntes the  spread  of teclmico.l 
knowh01·:.  It must  be  pointed  out  ho~:ever that conpeti  t~.on  hP.S  .".S  yet 
been very  ii:~perfect  ly achieved  and  that,  PS  :'ar ac  research a.nd 
rlevelorr1ent  are  concerned,  it Hns  only  in ·1974  tho.t  the  fir£-';  C
1Pdsions 
on  Conununi ty  coordin.:.t ion  ·~;ere  ncl on  tee\. - 15 -· 
37.  To  seek to attain the  objective  of  improved  productivity  solcl~· by 
the operation of market  and  pricing policies is not  only vain but,  in 
the  last analysis,  involves a  contradiction,  for,  in order to support 
incomes,  it is necessary to fix prices at a  hi~h enough  level to provide 
a  living for the  mar~inal farms.  Productivity on  these  farms  is low 
since they are  too small to use  an  optimum  combination  of production 
factors.  Thus,  action is necessary in respect  of the factors  of 
production themselves,  and  the  Commission  has  always  attached priority 
importance  to this action  (cf. the document  of  30  June  1960 which  also 
formed  part  of the document  "Agriculture  1980"  and  was  finally implemented 
under  the  socio-structural directives of 1972). 
38.  The  progress recorded  in labour productivity  (GDP  per person employed) 
was  greater in  ~iculture in the  original  community  than  in industry. 
Between  1961  and  1971,  the productivity index rose  from  100 to 188  in 
a.gricul  ture  and  frorr  1  00  to  166  in  industry.  However,  this remarkable 
increase  in  labour productivity was  possible principally as  a  result of 
the departure  fro~ the  land of 5·5  million farmers  over this ten-year 
period.  From  the  economic  standpoint,  these departures have  a  doubly 
beneficial efifd on  productivity;  firstly,  they increase the  land/man 
ratio and,  f .•  condly,  it can be  assumed  that it is the marginal  farms 
that  disappu~ first. 
39.  The  Directi~c on  the modernization  of farms,  by  encouraging the keeping 
of accounts,  by  the  stimulus given to the execution of farm  development  plans 
and  by the preferential  system  of reallocation of land released,  should 
have  a  very positive effect  on  productivity,  as also the measures provided 
for  in the directive  concerning the  improvement  of the  farming knowledge 
of those engaged,  or intending to  en~age,  in agriculture. 
40.  However,  the  increases  in productivity which are recognized as necessary 
for  overall economic  growth  and  which  are  induced  through  implementation 
of the  Common  Agricultural Policy may  give rise to difficulties in the 
attainment  of other objectives: 
(i)  the  increases  in productivity often give rise to increases  in 
production which  are  liable to disturb the equilibrium in certain 
markets.  Therefore,  any action to promote  increases  in productivity - 16-
must  be  accompanied by action to control production,  in particular by 
influencing the factors of production; 
(ii)  incrensco  in productivity are  ~nerally the result of a  significant 
increaoe  in imputs  (cattle feed,  fertilizers, pesticides,  machines) 
some  of which  (euch  as machines)  can be  amortized only over  a  long 
period. 
{iii)  thus,  increases in productivity also greatly increase the vulnerability 
of agriculture to short-term fluctuations  in the  econo~ as  a  whole  or 
in international trade  {soya,  fertilizers) which  it cannot pass  on  to 
the next links  in the economic  chain. 
(iv)  increases  in productivity obtained by  the use of certain products 
(pesticides;  fertilizers) may  increase pollution and endanger  certain 
ecological balances. 
(c)  The  provision of a  fair st&Ddard  of living 
41.  Article  39  (1 )(b) of the  Treaty is worded  as follows:  "thus (i.e. by increasing 
agricultural productivity) to ensure  a  fair standard of living for the agricultural 
community,  in particular by  increasing the  individual earnings of persons engaged 
in agriculture". 
The  Treaty does  not  define  "a fair standard of living";  in Article 4  of 
Directive 72/159/EEC,  however,  the  Council  has defined a  comparable  income 
in agriculture as  "the average  gross wage  for a non-agricultural worker"  in 
the region in question. 
42.  The  situation as regards agricultural incomes  exhibits great diversity.  Apart 
from  the year-to-year differences which  are characteristic of the farming 
profession,  differences  in income  are  observed between  Member  States,  between 
regions of the  same  Member  States,  between regions  of the  Community  (the 
difference  can vary in the ratio of 1 to 5 among  the 55  regions  considered in 
the original  Community),  between  farms  of the  same  size within the same  Member 
State  (a difference of more  than 50% was  recorded between  farms  engaging in 
general agriculture and  those engaging in stock rearing) and  between farms  of - 17-
the  same  type but  of a  different  size  (the difference ranges from  one  to three 
between  farms  of five  to ten ha and  those  of more  than 50 ha).  Furthermore, 
there is a  difference which  varies according to Member  State from  1~  to almost 
two-thirds between  the net added  value per person employed  in agriculture and  in 
the  other sectors of the economy. 
43.  Agricultural  incomes  increased between  1964  and  1973,  but their rate of  increase 
has at times been slightly lower  than that  of the  other sectors of the economy, 
particularly in Germany,  France  and  Italy.  With  regard to regional disparities, 
the difference  in  incomes  in absolute terms has widened  in each ot the Member 
States although the dispersion  decreased  in three Member  States.  It has 
to be admitted.  that the beneficial effects on  farm  inccaes of the  c01111on 
agricultural policy have  been felt to a  differing d.e~ee in each region,  to 
the detriment  of those with weak  farming structures.  This trend raises 
particular problems,  since the regions concerned are generally those already 
experiencing difficulties in relation to their overall economic  structures,  and 
consequently offering few  alternative occupations.  If one  seeks to view the 
problem  from  the  standpoint  of  individual  farms,  the  findin!S  ot the Farm 
Accountancy Data Network  are too recent to prootide  8Z11  inforution concerning 
farms  for the  initial stage  of the  implementation of the com.on .,ricultural 
policy;  it ~  be  said,  however,  that the  introduction of a  large European 
market  increased productivity,  especially on  large farms,  and,  consequently, 
widened  the gap  between  the  incomes  of large and  small  farms;  this helps to 
explain the decrease  in the number  of eu.ll farms  (between  1960  and  1970 almost 
1.5 million farms  of  1 to 20  ha disappeared  in the original  Community). 
44•  Although  hourly wages  are lower  in agriculture than in the other economic  sectors, 
they have  at times  increased more  quickly than  induetrial hourly wases,  thus 
reducing the disparity between the two  eectors.  Contractual hourly wages  still 
differ among  Member  States  (Germany  and  Benelux  on  the  one  hand  and  France  and 
Italy on  the  other).  Lastly,  it should  be  pointed out that  opportunities for 
farmers  to obtain general  and  vocational training - and  thus social advancement  -
are far from  Eatisfactory. 
45·  The  incomes  of persons engaged  in agriculture are also affected by  factors which 
are not directly linked with the process of agricultural production.  In 1966/67 
about  27%  of farmers received non-agricultural  income.  The  influence  of direct 
and  indirect taxation is also  important,  as  is that of social  security schemeE. 
As  to the latter,  the disparities between Member  States mean  that agricultural 
income  is differently affected from  one  Member  State to another,  either in terms 
of  social  security protection,  which  in all Member  States affords  less coverage 
to farmers  than to  those - 18-
in other economic  seC'tors  ( induE~try r"nt't  commerce)  or  ~s rer.arns 
transfers  fro111  othE'!r  sectors of nctivity to ?f'I'iculture,  the  !ll"O!lortio~ 
\'lhich fermcrs'  contributions  bec.r  to rccei:pts  ro.ncinrr fron about  105:. 
in Italy to  nlmCist  90:::.  in the  NetheJ•lrmc1 s. 
46.  A deflC'l"i -ption. of the vr>riouc  f;>.ctora  likely to nffect  a.pricul turd  incor.u:o,s 
is sufficient to demonstrate  thnt  a  b.rr,e  number  of these factors cannot 
be directly controlled by  the  cornrnon  Pf'Ticulturnl policy.  H  has  been 
consistently stated thnt  a  prices policy is the main  instrument of an 
incomes  policy.  This  instrument  hns  tt·~o  main limitations,  hO\·rever: 
the neceesft.ry  ec<Uilibriwn  of markets  and  the  considerable structurnl 
differences in  ~m-iculture in the  Community. 
(d)  Market  stnbHitv 
.o..o;.;~;;.;- ..... 
47.  Article  39(1)(c)  snecifies  th~t one  of the objectives of the  co~mon 
agricul  turnl  polic:,r shnll  be  "to str'.bilize markets".  ~e considerable 
and scarcely predictable variations in the volume  of agricultural 
supply,  in contrast to the rigidity of demand,  present an obstacle 
to the achievement  of this goal.  As  regards animal production,  tha 
production process rules out  any rapid adjustments to ..r.ket trends. 
48.  Between  1968  and  1974,  however, theaonthlyvariation inmarlcetpriceaduri.Dgthe 
year was  much  less in the  Community  than on  the trorld market  or even on 
the United States market.  \lhile  the monthly prices for  common  t'lheat 
varied  by  only  3%  in the :EEC,  this fi[:'UI'e  \·ta.s  11%  on the uorld market  a.n:i 
13%  in the Uni tecl  States.  The  connection bettreen the degree  of stabili  t;y 
of the short-term  ~arket and  the dcrree of intervention throurh the  cou~on 
ap,ricultural  policy is demonstrated  ~J the fact  that those markets  in 
ag:ricul  turnl products  which  \'Jere  subject to a  price  support  system  (common 
wheat,  butter,  bovine  animals)  were  more  stable than the markets in 
agricultural products  '"hich \·:ere  su-bject  to a  supplement~.ry aici  system 
(durum  wheat,  olive oil)  or simply to external protection (eges,  poultr:noe~t). - 19-
49•  The  common  agricultural policy established support  prices accompanied  b~ 
intervention measures  for a  number  of products,  while protecting agriculture 
in the Community  from  the fluctuations  on  the international market  by  means 
of a  series of variable levies.  It maintained this stability, in normal 
circumstances,  by  a  policy of phased  supply  (monthly increases,  storage), 
disposal of surpluses  (refUnds,  denaturing)  or,  conversely,  increased supply 
(imports of beef/veal and  sugar)  and  in time of crisis by drastic actions 
ranging from  the prohibition of imports or exports to the withdrawal  from 
the market  of a  certain proportion of production or even  a  cut-back in the 
factors  of production.  J.lention  should also be  made  here of the efforts 
made  to urge  producers  to help in maintaining market  stability, particularly 
through  producer organizations  (fruit and  vegetables,  fisher,y products). 
50.  Although  the methods  applied to stabilize the market  have  in general been 
successful in offsetting short-term fluctuations,  the stability of markets 
in the short-term cannot  always  be  complete,  for,  like any  economic  activity, 
agriculture is affected by  the  u~ual variations resulting from  the free play 
of supply and  demand  and  inherent in farming are certain instabilities which 
cannot  be  altogether countered.  J~orcover,  28%  of the value of final 
agricultural production in the Community  is not  governed  by  a  market 
organization of the  "price support"  type.  Snort-term stability oa.n  either 
be  the beginning of  lon~term stability or so  encourage pi·oduction that 
structural surpluses are created which,  in themselves,  could lead to 
long-term market  instability. - 20-
(e)  The  security of  suppl~ 
51.  Article  39(1)(d)  includes  among  the objectives of the common  agricultural 
policy "io aosure the availability of supplies", but it does  not  specify 
the instrument  or instruments for assuring such  availability.  Possible 
instruments include an increase in the degree of self-sufficiency,  an 
intensive storage policy and  a  stable short- or long-term import  policy. 
Experience in recent years has  shown  that  an import  policy generally works 
well  as  an  instrument in normal  times but,  in time of crisis, the fulfilment 
of commercial  contractual obligations tends not to be  treated as  an  absolute 
priority. 
52.  Since  1959/601  self-sufficiency rates have  increased for most  agricultural 
products subject to  the  common  organization of markets,  in particular for 
sugnr1  butter and  ce~eals.  This  represents  some  progress in the  sccuri+.y 
of supply.  On  the other hand,  the dependence  of the EEC  upon  other countries 
for its supply of oilcake, in particular soya and  fish-meal,  has greatly 
increased.  This  problem is all the more  serious in that it has not  been 
possible to  achieve diversification in the  sources of supply,  another  fa~•~r 
making for security of supply.  Although it has been possible to  achieve a 
slight degree of diversification for soya,  this has been offset by  an 
increase in imports  of starch  (maize)  residues,  with the result that the EEC 
continues to depend  on  a  single supplier for 62%  of its supplies of oil  see~s 
and  fruits,  oilcake and  starch residues. 
53. In the present  situation, the security of supply is fairly well  ensured 
for vi  tal products required for human  consumption.  '!he  dependence  of the 
EEC  upon  other countries for products required for  animal  feeding,  other 
than cereals,  is,  however,  about  Bo%  for protein-rich concentrates,  and 
almost  5<1'  ~Dr maize.  '!his dependence  is of a technological nature and resulte fioall the - 21-
develop1118nt  of production not dependent  on  lUid.  (picM&t, e_., poult~t). 
If, by  so~ chance,  it were no  looger possible to «aarantee aupplie• to the 
EEC  on  the  same  conditions aa at present  (both aa regards volu.e aad price) 
then the pattern of feediq could be  end.a.l'lpred in the llhort terar  in the 
long term this could to a  certain u:tent  lead. fintq toareturn to acre 
traditional methods of anial production and  secondly to a  •ore rl!pid.  increase 
in the use  of synthetic feedi.nglltuffs.  '!his latter denlopMnt lfOilld  in 
addition cause  a  shift in dependence at the level of huaan nutrition,  since 
UDder  present technological conditions these  synthetic products are  lar,el~ 
soya--baaed. 
(f) Beasonable prices for consumers 
54·  Aocordtn« to Article 39(1)(e) of the Treaty one  of the objectiTes of the 
com.on asricultural policy is "to ensure that .upplie• reach conaa..rs at 
reaaonable prices".  The  Treaty does not,  however,  define •reaaaaable 
prices". 
55·  Quantitative analysis  shows  that: 
- the effect of chan«es  in the ca.aon agricultural prices on the ,.neral 
consumer price  index is often overeatia&ted.  Purchaae8 of foo4Btuffs 
account  for  26~ of total consu.er e%penditure by households and this 
percentap has  been falling steadily.  Food prices to the  oonBU~Mr 
consist of 3  ele1Mntll:  the distribution coJII)onent,  the industrial 
co~onent and the agricultural ca.ponent,  althousb the latter baa been 
decreasing in relation to the first two for  sCM tt..e and.  now  cml.1' 
represents slightly aore than a  third of the total.  If a  1~  increase 
in farm prices were entirely passed on to the connaer,  which is not the 
case at present,  the aut08&tic effect of a  1~  increase in the oaaon 
agricultural prices would be a  rise of &boat  1.9%  in total household 
expenditure  on  consumer goods. 
At  a  time  of unprecedented  increases in world prioee,  the ocm.cm 
agricultural policy baa proved to be  a  stabilising factor  on aost food 
prices rather than a  source of inflation.  ~us, the 1974  increase in 
coniSUiler  prices for foodstuffs vas 10.4" in the ori«in&l eo..muy, 
14.6" in the United states and  29.~ in Japan. 
-although there is a  certain correlation between the trend of production 
prices aad that  of consu.er prices,  the extent of the  two  trends is not 
the  same;  between  1967  and  197 3  the price of bread  in Prance rose by 
143" while the market price of common  wheat  rose by only  28~ which 
moreover  in real teras representa  a  fall  in price; - 22-
- sometiMe,  indeed,  a  tille lag in tre:nd.s  has  led to a  fall in production 
prices and a  rise in retail prices (beef and veal); 
- whereas production prices appear to settle at oa.parable levels from  one 
Jleaber State to another variations can be  obaerv'ed both between trading 
II&Z'gins  for foodstuffs within one  Member  State &Dd.  also between trading 
II&Z'gins  for the  same  product  fr011  one  Jle•ber State to another.  'lbese 
JD&rgins  also vary in the short  and medium  term and have  tended to increase 
throughout  the period 1973/74; 
- supplies to con8UII8rs  have  been enslU"ed  on  improved  terms  in respect of 
products for which agricultural producer groupin«a and contractual 
&'l'T&np.ants are in operation;  it must  be said,  however,  that not enoqh 
effort has been made  along these lines. 
- in view of the rigidity of deund an  interruption of supplies briDge 
about  a  rapid rise in conBUJier  prices;  on  the other hazld.,  production 
surpluaea do not yet benefit the  conau.er sufficiently owing to the 
intervention system and  the excessive rigidity of distribution systems; 
56.  Any asseaa  ..  nt of the effects of the  common  agricultural policy on  the 
level of consu.er prices IIWit  be  based on  lon«-term d.enlop•nts aztd 
a  thorough knowledge  of the facts.  When  world market prices are  lower 
than Co..unity prices,  it is difficult to explain why  the  consumer 
cannot receive the benefit of those  lower prices while home  produce  is 
being exported sometimes at considerable expense.  OD  the other hand, 
when  world prices are hlgh,  as they have  been in recent years,  it is 
also difficult to explain the benefits conferred by the co•on &@riall.ttnl. poliqv. - 23-
Lastly,  when  high prices are falling back to a  more  normal  level, 
this drop  is not  autoaatically reflected in consumer prices,  since 
marketing margins  are slow to increase. 
(g)  'lhe  h&Z'IIonious  development  of world  trade 
57•  Article  110 is worded  as follows: 
"By  establishing a  customs  union between theaaelvee leaber States 
aim  to contribute,  in the co-on interest,  to the haraonious 
development  of world trade,  the progressive abolition of 
restrictions on  international trade and the lowering of custoas 
barriers. 
'lhe  co ..  on  collllll8rcial  policy shall take into account  the 
favourable  effect which  the abolition of customs duties 
between Kember  States may  have  on  the  increase  in the 
competitive strength of undertakings  in these States." 
In essence,  therefore,  Article  110  contains one  objective:  the 
harmonious  development  of world trade,  and two  instruaents: the 
progressive abolition of restrictions on  internatioaal trade and 
the  lowering of customs barriers.  1he  co ..  on  coDDercial policy 
and  the  common  agricultural policy may,  in their implementation, 
conflict with  each  other from  time  to time.  It is - 2-l-
necessary,  therefore,  to ascertain hou  far the  aims  of Article  39  nnd 
the objectives of Article  110  have  been reconciled. 
58.  Quantitative analysis  sho111s  that,  betl-:een  1963  and  197a  in the  original 
Community, 
the  index fic:ure  for  intracommunity trade in agricultural products 
eoverned  by  common  rules  rose  from  100  to 435,  in accordance  with the 
acceleration effect 11hich  is characteristic of economic  integration; 
at  the  srune  time,  houever 1  the  index firure  for  imports  from  non-
member  countries rose  from  100  to 150  and  that for  exports to non-
member  countries rose  from  100  to  200 1  thus  invalidatine  fe~xs that 
interrntion could  have  an autarchic  cffect,for over the  srune  period 
the  index  period  for  worln  tr~e in arricultural products,  leavine aside 
intra-Community trade,  rose  from  100  to  159  (in 1972); 
thP.  percentag-e  of t·rorld  tradP.  a.cconnted  for  by  a,v.ricultural  products 
and  foodstuffs  has  decreased;  the  percentage  accounted  for  by  such 
products  in Community  trade  '1-ri th non-men:ber  countries  (imports  and 
exports),  hotmver 1  has  sho'l'm  much  less of a  decrease  than at world 
level; 
the  proportion of imports  from  non-member  countries accounted  for  by 
agricultural products  c:>.nd  foodstuffs  1  expressed as  a  percentage of 
world  imports  1  has  dropped  from  22.  5~~ to  21%;  that of exports to 
non-member  countries has risen from  6  .47~ to 7  .6~~ 1  which represents 
little difference  in terms  of '1-rorld  tra.de. 
59·  Quantitative  analysis  lea.ds  to the  conclusion,  at  least at overall  level, 
that  in normal  times  the  implementation of the  common  agricultural policy 
has  not  been at variance with the objectives of Article  110. 
This  finding is based  essentially on  the  fact  that  the  Coemunity is a 
net  importer  of  a~Ticultural products  and  foodstuffs  and  that its deficit 
on  such trade rose  from  7  mill:la:rd u.a.  in 1963  to  12.4 milliard u.a. 
in 197 3.  The  stabilizing maci-.inery  of the  common  ae:ricul  tural policy 
alsp  plays  a  very  iQportant  role  on  the  Norld  market;  this stability 
benefits not  only  Community  producers  but  also suppliers,  at least in 
normal  times.  In times  of crisis it must  be  said that  the  Co~~~ity, 
like other tradin[ powers,  has  tended  rather to  give  priority to Hs - 25-
internal supply;  the Co..mity has,  hovenr,  respected its contractual 
oblipations  und~r GATT  and  when  the  Community  introduced export  levies 
on cereals,  it nevertheless honoured  its  obli~tions in respect  of food 
aid. 
60.  Community  imports have,  however,  appeared to ~~eet residual needs 
left unsatisfied by internal  production,  thus  insulatinr, the  internal 
market  from  outside competition.  In practice, it has  been observed  tha~ 
over  the  last two  yea.rs  world  market  prices for  numerous  r>roducts 
have  been hir;her  than those  obtained on the  Community  merk9t  and  that 
for  such  products it would  have  been arainst the  interests of European 
cons,mers  to have  allowed  competition a  free rein; 
the  common  organization of rr.nrkets  has  been ?.ccornpanicd  by  the 
system~tic opening up  of markets  throueh the abolition of  ~~otas and 
measures  h£~.ving equivalent effect; 
the  customs duty on  certain products  (particularly soya)  has  been 
zero-rated,  at  the risk of producing imbalance  not  only  on  the  market 
for fats  (butter) but  also on  the market  for feed  ~ains; 
throne:h  the  policy of associntion and  eeneralized preferences and 
through the Lome  ConTention,  the co.aon agricultlzral policy has 
opened up  COIIIIItUlity  IIII!Q'ke'h  to certain oa.priizl« products; 
certain market  organizations,  which  are not of the  "~:~S.rket  support" 
type,  make  possible  a  greater degree  of confrontation betueen the 
internal  and  international markets. 
It is true,  however,  that,  where  market  organizations are of the "market 
support"  type,  the  opening of the market  has  meant  a  stabilization of 
imports  and  the  development  of home  production with a  viet-:  to satisfying 
internal demand;  this  judgment,  valid in general,  \iould  hol·tever  call for 
qualification on product-by-product analysis. - 26-
61.  '!be  principal  inad.eauacies affecting external trade  in asrioultural 
products are as follows: 
- certain difficulties are  sometimes  caused on  the world market 
by the disposal of surpluses  on  it; 
- conflict may  possibly occur between the objectives of the 
common  agricultural policy and  the development  aid policy, 
for example  where  an  increase  in certain types of internal 
production reduces the need for  imports from developing 
countries;  this seems  improbable,  however,  when  it is borne 
in mind  that the 46  countries which  are signatories to the 
Lome  Convention have  been  offered preferential treatment for 
most  of their products; 
- the need for greater diversification of sources  of supply in 
order to guarantee  a  sure supply of certain products,  especially 
high-protein products; 
- the need for accurate methods  of analysis and  forecasting becomes 
increasingly obvious  if a  medium-term policy on  international 
trade  is to be  followed,  but  such a  policy also requires 
international cooperation to introduce a  measure  of order 
into the more  erratic international markets. 
62.  The  Community's  contribution to the solution of the world problem 
of hunger  is not  mentioned explicitly among  the objectives of 
Article  110.  It should be pointed out,  however,  that from  1968 
to 1974  total food  aid from  the  Community  as  such amounted  to 
547  million u.a.  in actual payments  and that  in 1974,  out  of a 
total  commitment  of 227  million u.a.,  218  million u.a.  were  actually paid 
out,  including 141  million u.a.  in the  form  of cereals,  39  million 
u.a.  as dried milk and  36  million u.a.  as butteroil.  The  common 
agricultural policy can thus make  a  considerable contribution 
towards  the  solution of the problem of hunger,  provided that this 
is part  of a  lo~term development  aid policy,  such as has been 
proposed to the  Council  by the  Commission. - 27-
(h)  The  nrotoction of tho  C'nYirorJncnt 
63.  The  agricultural  policy muot  also  t&ce  account  of the direct  connection 
which  exists between agriculture and  the problems  of the protection and  the 
improvement  of the  environment. 
Through  their activities farmers  already fulfil the useful functions of 
ma.intaining the soil and  the landscape.  For this reason it is advisable 
to keep up  a  minimum  of agricul  turn.l  activity in areas t.zhere  the country-
side needs to be maintr:ined from  an  ecological point of view.  This aim 
cen be  achieved  either by  me~ns of direct  subsidies to  encoura~e farmers 
to farm  in a  given  area.,  or  b~r the creation of nct·r  activities  (connected 
Hith  tourimn for  exanple)  t.,rhich  can provide additional  income  or new  jobs 
for  ocnc  farmers. 
Under  the first heading comes  the  Directive on  hill farming and  farmine in 
certain othe-r  less favoured  areas which  should in addition help to preserve 
the historical  al"!d  cu:i.1.ural  heritage of farm  buildings and 
landscapes t.zhich  are  characteristic of these areas.  The  draft Directive 
on  forestry measures  could  also represent  a  wortht·rhile  contribution by  the 
Community  towards the  improvement  of the natural  environment.  At  the 
same  time,  agriculture can also  have  certain unfavourable effects on  the 
natural  enviroruu&nt.  In particular efforts should be made  to mitigate 
the dangerous  consequences  of certain modern  production techniques,  for 
example  cultivation methods  which  impoverish the soil or alter its 
properties,  the intensive use of certain fertilizers,  the excessive use 
of pesticides or intensive  animal  production. 
CHI~TER II:  THE  BU:OOETARY  COST  OF  APPLYDIG  THE  mSTRlJ!.IE11TS  OF  THE  POLICY 
64.  Basically it is the  rapid increase in agricultural  expenditure and  the 
still preponderant  share of the Community  budget  taken by agriculture which 
is seized on  ~rhen the question of the budgetary cost of the  common 
agricultural policy is raised.  A further  subject  of criticism is the 
discr€pancy between  estimates  and  actual  costs principally with reference 
to the  supplementary budgets required by  the Guarantee Section e.nd  the 
putting to reserve of Guidance  Section appropriations.  Finally the 
supposed  extent of frauds  and  irregularities is a  fertile field  for  surmise 
and  complaint. - 28-
(a)  Estimate of the actual  cost of Communitv  exnenditure on  a.uicultue 
65.  The  habit of referring only to appropriations  exaggerates the budgetary cost 
of the common  agricultural policy:  in fact  between  1965  and  1974  the EAGOF 
used only  68%  of its appropriations;  appropriations of 21.6  milliard u.e. 
gave rise to actual  expenditure of 14.9 milliard u.a. 
66.  The  main  grot.zth  of the EAGOF  took place between  1965  and  1970.  Between 
1965  and  1975  the initial appropriations included in the Commun;ty  budget 
under the heading of the  common  agricultural policy rose from  103  million 
to 4.3 milliard u.a.  The  rapid increase in expenditure during that period 
originated largely in the gradual  transfer to the Community  of the market 
support  expenditure hitherto borne by I-iember  States. 
place in two  weys: 
This transfer took 
1.  the greC.uF..l  estnbHshrnen";  of the  con:::~on or3t-.niz£.tion of mc.rko"ts 
(cereals in  196~,  milk  produc~c in 1965,  oils and fats in 1967) 
£nd  ·the  progrc.>ssive  \!Be  of tho supplementer;;,·  cid system for various 
products; 
2.  the gradual  assumption by the  Community  budget  of expenditure 
eliciblc under Gunranteo  :  from  one  sixth in 1962/63  to  100/~ 
at 1 July 1967  ( 1969  bud.set). 
On  the other hand,  since 1971,  appropriations have  tended to stabilize; 
however  considerable variations continue to  characterize actual  expenditure 
thus bringing into  sharp relief the problem discussed below of'  discrepancies 
between  estimates and  actual  expenditure. 
67.  The  financial burden resulting from  the common  agricultural policy for the 
Community  as a  whole  and  for each l-iember  State in particular can be  e.ssessed 
in familiar economic  terms:  i.e.  ,  the market  support  expenditure as a 
proportion of European  expenditure on  foodstuffs  and  total agricultural 
expenditure as a  proportion of the Community  gross internal product. 
However,  this financial burden is not to be  confused with the transfers 
which  take plcce from  consumers  to producers  and  vice-versa. DEVELOP.MENT  OP  THE  GUARANTEE  SECTION  OF  THE  EAGGF 
Syste•  of  contributions  and  a posterieri  reilburse ..  nts(up  to  1970)  Syst ..  of  ovn  resources  and  advances  ( frw 1971)  l 
~Final  apprepriations  in  •illion u.a. 
[:  ]  ~ctual expenditure  in  •illi .. u.a. 
Rapid  develop~~nt because  of 
1. progressive  establish ..  nt  of  the  .arket  organizati~s 
2.  progressive  coverage  of  eligible  expendit~r~ 
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68.  Up  to the  present  the  creator ;:.art  o~ Corr.";lur.ity  resources  earmarked for the 
Ccn-:~on Abi'lcultl:.:'n.l  Policy  1:~:;  used to su;port ::arkets.  The  proportion of 
structural eA?enditure  represanted by appropriations for  cor.mit~ent  on  G~idance 
account  a.rnounted  betHeen 1965  and  1974  to  10.4~ of total EAGGF  commi'o::1ents 
and nearly &J"/  o:'  it \·!as  earr.Jarked for individual project3.  The  nodest  share 
of CorJI!lunity  agricultural expenditure  tn.ken b,r  Guidance  is partly due  to the 
fact that the  Co~ur.ity budget  finances the  whole  of thP  market  3Upport  policy 
wheres.s  it only contributes partial!y - most  often 251.  - to the  financing vl' 
structural measures,  r.Jost  of uhieh is borne  by national budgets;  ho•,laver,  tha 
Council's delays  in adoptinz the  Corrmission1s  propoc~ls on  structural policy 
have  pl~cd a  decisive  role  in the  slow developcent  of the  Guidance  section. ( 26.1~) 
l·ionotary 
man.sures 
- 31  -
NATio::AL  A~TD  Cc:.o,:.n.r.ri':'Y  PUBLIC  EXPE!WITURE 
ON  A~!UCUL'!'URI!:  Dl  1973 
I.  0\~Fu\LL TOTAr. 
(11.5 milliard u.a.) 
St  rue~  '..tr::~.l  r.~ n sttre  ~ 
II. EACGF  - CUAP.M:TE!!:  S::CTimr 
(3.8 milliard u.a.) 
C-OG  VI-G/2-74""  '1•1 - 32-
'I'Iw  i::1;:>le1aentation,  at  jlrescnt  in prob!'CS:-> 1  of :he  1972  socio-stract-..:.:·:::11 
Directives and.  the  ir:lp)c:::l.!nt.:l.tion  of the  Directive on hill farming  and 
farming in certain other less favoured  areas,  open  up  new  vistas and 
indicate that the structural side of EAQGP  will be  subject to rapid 
development. 
(b)  Di~~:!r-;~nc::;::;  'bctl·:,oen  n.ctu:ll  c:0,:r:d.it~:rc  and  e::;t~:-::rttos 
69.  Thout;h  sui.Jstantial,  the  difference:J  betl·:een  c::;tir:J.:l.tes  and actual ex;-enditure 
recorded durin.; the  init iul period ha\'e  no  GNat  siGnificance  for the  fat·.trc i 
indeed under the  sy .ten of bud.;c:t  cleu.rin[;Stllro~Gh contributions  :·1hich  a~;)2.icd 
until  1970  the  ~nethoi of recordin;; nppropriations  ;·;as  totall~r different  f:-o::1 
the  present  JJ;3thod1  in  U:.>e  since  1971,  of  aux;lnceu  offset  in part by  o·.m 
resources.  T~e differences  obzerved  since  th2:1 1·:cre  fairly  consider.:tol:l  in 
1971  and  197.3.  In  1972  the  budL_;-et  \·:es  spent  practically as  submitted.  In 
1974  t!"!~  ov~rall  li::-:it  1~a3  :.e::;pected  in  rc;:>ite  o:.:'  ::a:bstantial v.::.riutions 
v:hich  Here  rc!:'bcted  in very  considerable  tr.:J.nsfe:-s  of appropriations. 
l!lfFERHlCES  (t•  CR-)3ETWEEN -APPROPRimcNS  cc~:o~J 
TTED  llD  fli!WLAPPROPRIATIONS  FOR  THE  GUARANTEE I  t--- rr'·'i 
~  130 
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70.  On  the  other ho.r.d,  oince  1971  th·:!  rate  of  1.lSC  of tho  a.djnsted appropric.tions 
(afLer  tr::mo.f~r:.;  an~.  su)p1c::lentary  b·.~d.:,"':!t3)  ha:;  "':loen  cuch hi.;::cr each  y~~r: 
03. 2;:~  on  oxor;'l._;c  :l.[;ainst  65.  ?;~  n_;)  to 1970.  Aside  f!'Om  certair.  circu-.-~  t;;o.r.t iu.~ 
facto~:-J,  -thJ  fin:-.ncin.1  effects of 1·:hich  l:ere  difficult to  fores•:.e  - in  ?~.rticc~lar 
the  enla.r::;e::~cnt  a.n:l.  rr.onc'.:.:J.r:;·  deva l.o;:..cr.t. s  in l973,  tho::-o  are  c.ert:~.in c·.:.il t-in 
fa.ctora 1:hich illustrate the diffioulty of aGric:.:ltnral  foreca.otin.:;; 
1.  Unreliabilit;r  o:l:'  acil'ic~tltural !'orecasta 
It icr  abost  bpossib1e  to  forecast  a.::;ricdtural production bcc~use o!'  the 
vnriability of crop areas,  labour and  yielcl.,  the  l~tte!' alo:1e  vacyin:;  b~· about 
5~~·  for cereals and  2'[:- for r.lilk.  -I•ioreover,  these variations  in production 
produce  still ;;rcater variatior.s in  c~:penditure,  especia-lly in sector:;  ~·:ith 
struct:lr<'.l  s·.1r;>lu::~ea:  thun  an  increase  of  1~ in milk production today  ~-:o'.lld 
mean  addition:J.l  expenditure  o::'  83  r.~illion u.a.,  or  •:.i. 3;:  of the  a.ppro;>riations  for 
r.1il~-:  prod·.tcts  in 1974; 
2.  obsolesccnc~ of tho  ori.:;ino.l  :'orecc::.oto  in relatior. to the  voted budget  as 
a.  res·.tl"t  of the  lensthiness of b'..l.d.;;et  procedure; 
3.  the  absenc~ of any provision concerning price adjustr..ent3  for the  follo\·1il"'t; 
seacon; 
4.  the  unpredictcbil  ity of :::onetal'"'J  co:::.,ens:~.t ory !U:lount s i 
5·  delays  in pa;)'T.Jento  b~· o-:ernber  States {for Elxa.:J:;llCl  Italy in relation to 
olive oil o:.nd  d'.lru.':l  1·:hea.t). 
(c)  Fra.url  c.'1d  irre:;:;.largie:::: 
71.  If the  financial effects of fraud are,  potentially,  unlbitod,  on the basis of 
reported cases of fra'.ld  disco\~red up  to the  present  the  proble~ is a  ::;o~e 
modest  one:  14.8 million u. a.  bet\·:een  1971  a.nd  ::arch 197 4 for the  G.1arantee 
Section,  of \:hich 9.4 million have  been  recovered and 5.4 million are  ~>:;!acted 
to be  recovered;  0.5 nillion u.a..  for the  Guidance  Section,  of  ~-:hich 0. 2  million 
have  been recovered. 
In this connection it should be  recalled that the l·:er.iber  States - throut;h  ,;hos~ 
intermediary EAGGF  payments are made  and the  amounts  correspondir~ to  o~m 
resources are  levied - have  a.  major responsibility for the  prevention,  detection 
and punishcent  of fraud. - 34-
Pur:::u:mt  to :-:c.:;-.:.lo.tion  ?.:'.3/7~,  \·:hone  enforcement  i'-;  i::;  5.-:le!~irl.::; to  inic:l;.:;if~·, 
the  Coi:~:liz:::ion  h.:.n  tn.l:cn o.cth·e  atcps to  st:ren,:;-then the  Co:::.-;,unity  ar.ti-fr~t:d 
mo.chi!:er;1.  'rho  cor.clt:nio:::::  reo.ehcd  b~·  tho  Special  Co:::J;iittcc  o~ En:r'..!il';r  L:l.v.:: 
proved except ior..all;y  valuable  for the  ptlrsuit  of this endeavour. 
(a)  f'rincb!e::: 
12.  An  analysin of budr,ut  c:~enditure is a  neceo::;a.ry  basis for e.ssessin.; the 
effectivenen:;  of any  policy,  l:hcther a;;ricultural or other.  !~everthelesn,  it 
r.JUd  o.l\lo.ys  be  situ~.:tcd in the  codc:..:t  of e.  bro.:.dcr econonic evalua.tio:1.  ~ince 
nou·:l  of the  in:.;tr•o.r.tc!lts  are really specific to the  vo.riot:.s  objectives,  in 
eac~ ollse  the  point  to be  c:·:r::.ui:::cc'.  io the  :r.t'.1lll'3r  of'  reconci:i?:.:.,· the  v'":l.riom; 
interez:;ts  a:·~  lo~·:est  cost :or the  h1.:::1o..n  g::-0-...L:?i~l~  co~lC·;I·ned. 
73.  Interventions to  influence market prices lead to net losses for the 
Community  economv  aa  soon as the price bracket  chosen as  a  target  diver~es 
from  the price at which internal supply  and demand  would  be  in balance, 
bearing in mind the related objectives and the import  and  export trade 
situation. 
Even \there  nor;:-:  prices arc  chosen correctly  it is impossible to prevent 
s·.uplnf'l~S  or  n!Jo:rte::-es  on  a  lini  ted  sc;;.le, re<·l.ll7in.;  :!rom  the  \·:eat her condHicns 
or the difficul  t;v  of precif:e market  ma."1D{:en:ent  \•!here  co!'lsidcrnble  nunbers 
of operators  nre  invoh-ed;  the resultinr,: expenditure is justified,  since 
the  r:::;ctlt:;  :::.::-~  achie\·ud o.t  t::L:.i::-.  .t:J  co:;t.  Lc!>:":C3  only  occ;.u·  dlcn  th~re 
are  sizeable surpluses or shortages,  not resulhne fror:J  incidental  CRuses 
but  fror.1  bw:1ly  cho:::~n prices  or  an  in.:W.oquatc  intervention systel:\ - for  exr-.I:.ple 1 
\·/here  the  lcnc;th  of a  production cycle has  not  been  tal;cn  into account. 
74.  Interventions  \lhich  tend  to dissociate  fart::ers  receipts'  fro::~  priceo paid 
by  conswnerr. fa  l.sify  ccono:ai c  r.;-.:!.culation;  they  lJ:revcnt  the  price  sye:tem 
from  coJ·rcctly  informinc; producers  of consumer  p::-efercnceR 1  end  consU!:lers  of 
the relative costs of the various  product~:~.  The  use of  prcc'.uc·~ion - 35-
or  con:;~-npt ion  oub~idic::.J  cn.1mo~  u~  considercct.  lo~1  cor.t  sol  uti  or.:::  in r:lla:t ior; 
to  inco:::e  or li  ·:in.:;  co:::t  o1Jject i vo s  except  o•:e r  s::o1·t  pcrioC.s  for th·J  )'.tr::o;:;e 
of corroctin.:;  th~ o:ffccts  o!'  n.ccidcntn.l  :r..trr;lus  si"tn!ltions  (c'3at)  or 
ahortu.:;eo  {su.:;u.r)  in the  intern:~.!  supply  of a.  civcn product. 
75.  Production q1.1otas  linit  cor.!petition beh·een producers  and  th~rcforc tc:'d to 
el'!Llblc  i->roduction to be  cont inned in firr.1s  or in re:;ions ;;here  cocts are 
hicher;  the  corolln.r:t  i::;  hi~her prices for  conm.:.r:1ers  o.nd  a  bonus  for 
oott.er-si  t'J.U.ted  ;r~d'.lcerz. 
76.  Inconc  s'.lb::.Jid.J·  i!J;~lics thut  o)tir::Ur!l  u:;e  is not  l>~inc :.1ade  of the  factor  labo·.~r 
in the  fan.1s  consid·o!·ed.  It can thc!'er'ore  only be  justified economically as  a 
provisional  solution pending the modernization of the farms  or the retraining of 
n. 
farmers  for other types of activity.  Even if used temporarily  and limited to 
particular cases, it must  fulfil  certain supplementary  conditions& 
t't'1t  he  s~!ou  • d  cc·:~e11t rate  on  thozo  f!'oduct s  ir.  ,  •  ., lnt  io1~ to '!.:hich  - o.t 
- to a  certn.in C):'.;cnt  n.hl  could be  vc..ricd  in invcr:o  llro,ortio'!l to tl':c  r~::c:o";r~·:,c; 
nc·::-·'lired  l)y  ·~~'3  :rnr:::;  ho::evcr,  this nho:tlcl  not  be  tal~en to  tht3  ~~oi:1t  of 
of activity. 
In general,  <'.[."!'ictcltural  policy has  succeeded  in  enourin~ the  regularity or 
and relative price  stabili-ty;  l.r:.lt  not  ah~n.ys at  lo:1est  cost.  The  exD.~Jple::;  .... ,  •·.~y 
u-'~""·" 
belo''  S'.t;G.:,"Bst  that it might  in  sor.~e  c:~o:Jes  be  \icll to reconsider the  manner  in 
\>hich  intarv!3nt ion in:;trunents are  eMployed and  cv-:Jn,  perhaps,  the  choice  0~ 
the  inotruments  the~selves. - 36-
7R.  ~':i'J!'iC'J:cc~  'u:-tl:'..!:..:n  l%~ ''!1.\.  ~~7: in the milk sector showed  that it was 
of the price policy. 
in  "'~h.:  :-:1i:,~  .3~~~-~;or  (in  1~7·~  th~  to:~  l_  U!.,o~~nt  ·- ~Uo1~t  1.~~~  milliard u.a.  -
prob:1bl~  ..  rJ;11.~2~cr,tod  ~l·.~ost  Jei::.  o;  t1E~  totCJ.l  vnlt:c  of  r7li lk  r:--rod:.1~tio~1 at  tar;?: 
7q,  The  Co!IUDunit;v's  existing intervention system for t?e beef  and 
veal  sector is - at the most  - able to cushion the effects of 
relatively minor  fluctuations  in the internal  supply 
of her"  ~~il·::  -,-.J:-,1,  L1  vic\: of t:·,(:  ~c~•:;th of the  procLlction  c;j·clc  for bee!' and 
t1h~  !1:-~l·:-.:>:.·:~·;~.~  of thJ  inter~l<-~otio::.~l  ::::1.~J:0t,  i-t  i~ hn.rdly  pos~iblc for prod·.:.ccrs 
in  1  ·~r1-·"·.~r.J.~:_  ..  co:.u1~ric.J :o  ~C:.j·.·-=-~  -~:~c:  v0l1.~r-.c  of thci:-- of!'cr3 to  coirJ.cide  ~-;i~h 
The  result is that  the cost  of maintaining 
a  minimum  income  for  producers  in periods of substantial  surplus 
f.o.  Tllo:;c  3GCtor::  in '.lhich  -the  Co:J'!i!Unit~,.- h~--~~:;  dc:iclts  cho'..l.ld  not  ~orr.all~r cive  TJ..S~ 
to  n~t  b~d,:c.J  ..  c~::1Gl~tli~~~~r::.  '~h(!  Co:~.:-.-\.1Jli-ty  i:J  a  n·Jt  i::1portsr  o:'  c3reu..ls,  for 
oxu::_l)lc,  1J~l~  i•1  c::1·t::.in  ;.erioC:~  th::  co~J~  o~ re::'UI'!d.z  and  d~Ll:J.tarir~e JI'3::.iuu3 
sub:itJ.:-1t:!.::..l.i.~~- c:-:::j~,:;_.-~  :r-cc.Jil;ts  fror:  0\'ic;:;.  ':'o  avoid this  :!.o:;:J,  i~  1:ould  l:c 
a:lV.J.!:·~~,~~c~_.:_;  ·!.,o  h-~"r::--.or:.lzu  ~}-:-2  :.:~~~  ..  :~t;.;_r:;  o~  ir:.-:cr-~::tl  ;_~·rodHc-tion  ~.or.J  clos~:l~r 
-.:i.l  .. :-..  ·c:·~-:.:.-t  of  co!1~;  ... .iLj.,liolJ.'  ·.;h.!. 1 -.:t  ~Qj'C.::::tir:.t-;  tl:c  i~1:Jtr·J!::ents  o:f  intervention 
in  ;_;~tch  ~  '.::.:~·  thctt  ;··rod·.:c'-r::;  c~u  G:):!.::.  tho  tyj:es  c~:!d  :jualiti'):::  of  cero:::.l3  ;:'o::  ir, 
du:~:3r:<l  c.. t  hi.~'.L. r  ;>ri  C8:;  on -the  in-'.;c :-2:-?..l  :-.-.ar~:-Jt. - 37-
81.  Price  increases  on uorld markets  in recent years  have  resulted,  in 
several sectors,  in nn  nutomati.c  reduc-tion in the cost of the  coimilon 
ar,ricultur~l policy.  In other sectors - especially olive oil and 
durum  wheat  - this has not  been the  c~~e,  since production subsidies 
a.re  calcula.tP.d  nt  fixed  rates.  Conser:uently,  these  subsidies have 
become  a  form  of supplccent:>.ry  incot'!e,  ndding to already hich  m~lcet 
prices,  Hherens  they 'tlere  orir,inally intended  to protect production 
and  promote  cons1mption of tnese products  in the  Community. 
82.  The  quota system has  the effect of lil':liting competition bet,.,.een 
p:r-oducers.  The  resul  tine; cost  for  consumers,  hO\·mver,  may  vary 
considernbly nccording to  the  manner  in Hhich the  system is  ma.na~d. 
Suf:S.r  is the  only product  for  \·lhich  quotas  have  been introduced under 
the  com1non  a[Ticul  tural policy.  The  results of the use  of this 
system may  perhnps  be  summed  up as  follO\·Is:  the Coma'Unity  price 
\·TaB  belo\·T  the  pr5.me  costs of mco..rd.ne.l  producers  in re["ions  least 
sui  ted for  su."'flr  production.  Consecruently,  production in these 
areas declined to some  extent,  thereb;:<,r  stirnulatin,r.- production in 
areas r.ore  suited to this crop.  Ti1e  Community  surco..r  price  ues, 
ho\·Tever,  hi,~her  ( e:ubstnnt ially so  in certain periods)  than  the  mal't:inal 
costs  of producers  in the  main  are~.s best  suited to su.r:ar  production; 
as  a  result  1  the  price  :!)ai.d  by  con:ou:ners  \-ms  higher  thEm  it \·Tould  have 
been if the  re~ionnl distribution of sugar production had  been closer 
to the  optimum. 
83.  Apart  from  the  cruestion of determinir.,-:- Nhether the various  instruments 
of the  common  SfTicultural  ~olicy have  been employed at minimum  cost  to 
the  comreunity  as  a  \'/hole,  any  assessment  of the effectiveness of these 
instruments must  in addition make  alloua.nce  for  the extent to 't:hich  tht'y 
have  contributed to the  achievement  of the various objectives of the 
common  aericul  turr.o.l  policy. 
84.  Study of the use made  of the  whole  renpe  of instruments available under 
the  common  ar,ricultural policy durinG the first ten yeal'S  of its 
existence surfests that the  combined effect has  been primarily 
to  achieve  marl~ct stability ar.d  to provide  security of supply. - 38-
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All the instruments of the markets  and  prices policy,  supported by  the 
frontier arrnnlj'ements  and  by  the free  circulation of goods  have  pln,yed 
their part  in serving these objectives.  The  security of supply has been 
o'f  benefit to the  consumer  \~ho has,  moreover,  had the advantage  of a 
wider ranee  and better quality of products.  HO\~ever, despite their 
general effectiveness,  these instruments have  been unable in certain 
sectors to prevent  short-term m&l'ket  inbalance.  Bor  have  they been able 
to prevent the creation of structural surpluses in the milk products 
sector. 
85.  The  continuance  of market  imbalance  means  that the use made  of the 
various instruments has  sometimes  hindered the  optimum  allocation of 
resources within the  Community,  which is a  major  objective of the common 
market.  Indeed,  the establishment of an  agricultural  common  market  by 
the pooling of t.ariffs  &~nd the elimination of obstacles to intra-Community  trade 
ought  nonnally to lead to the  removal  of production to regions  and  'fanns  having 
orreater comparative  advantage.  However,  in fact it is apparent  that the 
instruments of the  common  agricultural policy,  and  the use  which  has been 
made  of them,  have  led to the preservation of a  certain diversity of 
production and  bave not resulted in any marked  specialization.  The  main 
brakes on  the optimum  allocation of resources are the  follo\·ling:  the 
failure to introduce in good  time  an  effective structural policy which 
has  led to a  ncn-optimum  use  of the ins1 rument  of co!DDion  prices  (price 
levels and  relationships),  the  quotas  system for sugar,  the restrained 
applicatXn of the competition rules and  the maintenance of monetary 
compensatory amounts  above  the necessary level, the existence o'f  trhioh is 
the result of the failure to achieve  an  effective economic  and  monetary 
policy. 
86.  This non-optimum  allocation of resources has worked  against both the 
objective of guaranteoing reasonable prices for consumers  and  the 
objective of increasing the income  of those working in agriculture and 
has  given rise to budgetary expenditure which is often heavy  and  not 
well conceived for improving the ratio between costs and  profits. - 40-
The  fixed  common  prices and  the greater stability of market  prices 
favoured investment  in agriculture and  thus contributed indirectly 
to the increase of ;J.grioul  turo.l productivity, particularly on large 
farms. 
The  instruments available under the  oommon  agricultural  policy have, 
as  a  whole,  had  a  positive effect  on  agricultural incomes.  It should 
be  noted,  ho\'lever,  that the internal income  discrepancies have 
remained very high and in certain regions  even threaten to increase. 
The  failure to synchronize the standard instruments of the common  agricultural 
poliqy with  & genuine  socio-structural policy and  with other polioiea,  in 
particular in the areas of regional development  and social policy,  suggests 
that from  the point of view of the objective of improving agricultural 
incomes  the instruments used have  not  proved sufficiently effective. 
Only  the  implementation by all the 1·1ember  States of an  effective socio-
structural policy,  supported by  appropriate regional policies l'lill make 
it possible to increase to any great extent  agricultural productivi-ty 
in order to ensure  a  fair standard of living for the agricultural 
community.  These  policies 1rill also serve to increase the effectiveness 
of the various instruments of the markets  and  prices policy by bringing 
about  a  more  nearly optimal  allocation of resources,  since the use  of 
the various  instruments of the markets  and  prices policy have  had 
varying effects on  the development  of the less favoured regions.  The 
delay in implementing the socio-structural policy suggests that in 
terms of this objective the instruments of the  common  agricultural 
policy have  lacked effectiveness. - 41  -
PART  THR~:  PROBLF.r.:s  /l}IT}  PROPOSALS  FOR  D!PROVE!•T.NTS 
87  .  An  analysis of the effectiveness of the instruments of the  common 
agricultural policy in relation to the objectives sought  shows  up  a 
number  of gaps  and  deficiencies.  These result either from  the 
inadequacy of the  instruments themselves or from  ineffective use 
thereof.  Several particularly important  problems  m~  be noted: 
(a)  problems  concerning the equilibrium,  both  short-term and 
structur<:.l,  of certain agricul  tura.l markets and the security 
of supply; 
(b)  problems  concerning agricultural  incomes,  and  the disparities 
in incomes  from  ~··e region to  another,  resulting from  the 
failure e.cleq11ately  to  increase productivity and  the 
insufficient correlation between policies implemented  (for 
example,  price,  socio-structural,  regional  and  social policies); 
(c) the problem  of the lost unity of the Community  market,  caused 
by monetar-y  compensatory  amounts  and  hindrances  such  as 
persistent obstacles to  the free movement  of certain products 
or to  the specialization of agricultural areas in accordance 
with their relative advantages; 
(d)  problems  concerning the expenditure  arising from  the common 
agricult~al policy (justifiability of expenditure and 
budgetary aspects). 
88.  Continuing the  endeavour undertaken in its memorandum  of October 1973 
on  the  improvement  of the  common  agricultural policy,  the series of 
improvements  the Commission  believes to  be  necessary is given in full 
below.  The  improvements  appear  in the order of the four major 
problems listed in the preceding paragraph. - 42-
CHIIP'I?.R  I:  PROBLE!:S  COHCI:R:;n;a  THE  EQUJI,IBlntll:  OF  !.IAHKF.TS  AND  Tm:  SEGURITY 
OF  SUPPLY 
89.  The  problcr.ls  of  murl~et  e~ibrit:::J and  supph· security are closelv 
linl~t'd 1  b;r  rc<!.con  of the evident interaction of many  of the instru.'lents 
of the  co:r.r.:on  ..-.,r.Ticul tw:·al  poliC.)' Hhich  serve these tNo  objectivi.s. 
Problc:ns  co!lccrninr, the  ec!uilibriUJJ of mar}~cts rcln.te  either to the  chert 
term  (mort,..i:mm  ocruilibrjur::)  or the  I~edil:.r.J  a'1d  lonf,'  term  (stntctw·~l 
equili  bri  11:11) i  furthcrr.:ore 1  tncsc  p!'O blcmo  tc::..~c  a.  different  forr::  c.ccorclinG 
to  1·:h~t!1er  the  t·:orld  r~.u·ket  is in a  phar:.e  of relative  n.bund2.1:ce  or 
rclntivc shorta,:.e. 
90•  In the  short  terr.~,  the  equilibrium of markets  can be ensured  by 
continuou~ly adjuctin::: the  inntru:::ents  of  m::-.rl~ct  manacemcnt  nnd  by  ti~eir 
judicious use  in .:ccord.:mce  Hith trends  on internal  end  external markets. 
In the  long tcr;.1 1  on  the  other hand,  cquilibi'iwiO  can only  bc  obtained by 
adnptinc;  t~e struct.ure  of oupply  (production plus  irr:ports)  to thnt  of dc:nund 
(conoumption pluo  export3). 
91  •  Given the complexity of  nctuul  situations and  the wide variety of 
ine:trUI:Jcnto  employee., the across-the-board  inotruments Hill first  bt:l  e:r..a.cir.ed, 
follo11cd  by  the  cenc:r['.l  £Uidelines  concerninf,' a  nwnber  of products  anci. 1 
finully,  the SJ'ecific  i!i!provemcnts  proposed  for  the  co1r.non  or~ni:~;:tion  of 
the  principa::.  mc.rl:cts. 
92.  rfuile the prices policy must  continue to  be the principal  instrument  of 
incomes  policy in agriculture,  the Commission believes that the manner  in 
which this polic,y is implemented  must  accord  'I-Ii th the need  to maintain  and -
in certain cases - reestaulish the structural  equilibrium of markets. 
In this connection,  the Commission  drat.zs  attention to  the guidelines to which 
prominence was  given in its .memorandum  on  i~provements to the  common 
agricultural policy in October  1973  (paragraph  30).  Since the 1972/?3 
marketing year,  the Commission,  in preparing its price proposals,  nas: - 43-
- increasingly related the movement  of the general level of prices to 
modernized  farms,  it being to  such  farms  that the general agricultural 
price policy must  aim  to provide an earned income  comparable to that 
obtainable in non-agricultural sectors,  allowance being made  for an 
adequate return on  invested capital and  changes in productivity and in 
the  cost  of the means  of production employed; 
-taken into account the  supply and  demand  situation on  each market  in 
pricing each product. 
93.  However,  the results obtained have  not  alw~s been satisfactory. 
Subsequent  experience,  especially in relation to the price proposals 
for the 1974/75/76 marketing years,  has demonstrated the  importance  of the 
annual  change  in the general  level  of agriCUltural  prices in relation to 
the overall balance of agricultural markets.  A number  of uncertainties, 
which  the  Commission  intends to reduce  to  the minimum,  are  inherent  in 
the "objective method"  now  employed,  due  to its complexity.  This method 
yields a  general indicator,  which  the  Commission  uses in combination 
with other indicators  (market  situations,  economic  trends,  etc.) to arrive 
at its proposals for increases in the general  level of agricultural prices 
consistent with the efforts being made  to ensure market  equilibrium. 
94·  If,  however,  during a  period of frequent  changes  in the state of international 
markets in agricultural  produce,  the  Community  were  to be  faced with surpluses, 
the maximum  priority would  be  given to disposing of these  surpluses on  the 
internal market.  The  Commission  believes that  Community  consumers  ought  to 
be  enabled to obtain more  benefit  from  any surpluses occurring. 
The  Community  already has experience in the  ad  hoc  provision of consumer 
subsidies of various kinds,  either generalized or for certain categories 
of consumer.  In the light of this experience,  the  Commission  believes that 
more  use  could with advantage  be  made  of consumer  subsidies. 
On  the financial  side,  ho\'lever 1  such  subsidies are inevitably a  costly 
measure.  The  Community  could contribute to the expenditure involved up 
to an amount  equal to that  of the cost  of disposing of the  surplus goods 
by  conventional means.  Member  States should be  authorized,  within a 
Community  framework,  to supplement  the  Community  contribution. - 44-
0"i.  ThP.  Communi t:v'A  forei~ trl'!.de  in I'I,PTicul tn:rnl  prod11ce  c~n A.lso  help 
to  st~bil  b.e  i.ts  i·~ternrol l""trkets  And.  ensure  ser.urit~r of supnly.  In 
viev;r  of thf'  r.ommnnit.yts  position  I'IB  the \1orld 1e  l"tl'pest.  im'!'Qrter  1>.ro 
~P.0onn.  1<Jrl"'E!Rt  eYnorte:r  of  I'IDTj_cul  t.ur"J  F>.nd  food  prorlucte  1  the  instruments 
of Gommunity  policy in this field  should  be  developed  and  diversified 
fl.M  ~  :rA.tionA.l  trade  polic;v  consistent with the demands  of both internal 
and  internation~l markets  should be  pursued. 
96.  In this connection,  the  position  t~ken b,y  the Community  in relation to 
the  forthcomin~ multilateral trade  ne~tiations should be  recalled; 
this consists in promoting the  expP~ion of trade on  stable world markets. 
The  means  of achievinF this include the establishment  of stabilization 
machinery throuf."h  international apreements  covering basic  food  prodt'.cts. 
97.  The  Commission  ~.lso believes that cer·ta.in other measures  should  be  taken; 
for exarr.ple 1  it v1ould  be  of value if CoiiiiiiUJli ty exporters oould oa.rry 
out  longer-term operations,  entering into  lo~erm  oontraots for the 
supply of certain agricultural products to.non-member  countries seeking 
greater eeouri  ty a.nd  regu.lari  ty of supply.  The  Commission will ensure 
that this policy, if adopted,  is consistent with its position in 
relation to the multilateral trade  negotiations~ - 4a-
98.  Improved market  management  could also help to ensure better market 
equilibrium.  In this respect,  in the application of export  reflmds, 
the  Community  will continue to pursue its aims  of adjusting their 
amou.nt  to accord more  closely with market  trends,  sharpening competition 
between exporters  (for example, by making freer use of tendering 
procedures)  and of achieving greater stability in the pattern of ezport 
trade.  As  regards  imports,  the Commission will ensure that the application 
of the  instruments of the common  agricu.l  tural poli07 will be  oo!lBiBtent 
with economic realities on the various markets.  Recourse to exceptional 
measures,  such as  import  embargoes,  D!Ust  be avoided as far as possible by 
following a  cautious price policy and improving market  forecasting. 
99.  For the years 1976  onwards,  the Commission will propose  ~ltianaual food 
aid commitments  to the Cou.ncil,  covering not  on.ly'  cereals  (i'ood Aid 
Convention} but also other products - for example  milk prodncts,  thus 
giving COIIIIIIIUli ty food aid greater regularity and maldng it possible for 
beneficiaries to use this aid in connection with development  projects. 
100.  Greater transparency of markets, both at a  national and regional and at 
a  Community  level,  together with more  thorough  and more  up-to-date 
information on market  prices, would  constitute valuable instruments for 
the short-term management  of markets. 
101.  To  reach  a  solution to the problems of market  equilibrium,  ~pply 
security and budget  forecasting,  projections and forecasts of the trends 
of the principal agricultural markets must  be  available.  Consequently, - 46-
the Commission  considers it necessary to  intensify ita work  in this field, 
so  that the Community  can have  at its disposal regul&rly updated projections, 
short-term forecasts  (up to 18  months)  and  medium  and  long-term forecasts 
(1985).  It will  take appropriate measures to this end. 
102.  The  number  of measures required for the operation of  common  markets is such 
as to create an  impression of over-complexity on  administrations,  operators 
and  public opinion alike.  The  Commission  is \forking to simplify the 
agricultural regulations,  bearing in mind  the useful  suggestions contained 
in the Germn.!'l  Government's  memorandum  of 20  June 1974.  The  Commission 
feels  obli~ed,  however,  to draw  attention to the limitations of this 
undertaking;  the employment  of regulations for all measures relating to 
the  common  organization of markets is a  factor giving transparency to the 
Community's  action - by  virtue of compulsory  publication in the Official 
Journal - and  a  simplifying factor for those concerned,  due  to  the direct 
applicability of the  system. 
103.  The  Commission has set up  a.n  internal  •t~orking group on which  all concerned 
ere represented - in particular,  the  customs  e.dministration - to  carry out 
a  thorough  examination of criticisms  levellP.~ at the agricultural 
reguletions regarding their difficulty of application. 
This group,  which  is already at work,  has prepared a  systematic inventory 
of the observations which  have  been  expressed.  This work,  when  completed, 
will enable the Commission  to present a  report to the Council during the 
second quarter of the current year,  containing proposals designed to 
simplify the  system. 
1 04.  In addition,  the Commission  is engaged  in codifying the legislation in 
force relating to the  common  agricul  turo.J.  policy - a  major undertaking 
which will make  utilization easier for those concerned.  This  endeavour 
is in accorde.nce  \'lith the guidelines already laid dolm  by  the Commission 
in the Memorandum  of October 1973,  acceding to wishes  expressed  by  the 
Council  {Ministers of Justice)  in its Resolution of 26  November  1974. - 47-
105.  As  already pointed out in its Memorandum  of October 1973  (paragraph 27), 
the  Commission  believes that several measures  of general application,  or 
applicable to certain products only,  are particularly well  adapted for 
achieving better equilibrium on  the markets: 
- the establishment of better price relationships between agrioultural products; 
- the assumption by  farmers  of some  degree  of financial responsibility for 
structural surpluses and  the  improvement  of the machinery for consultation 
between the commercial  and  agricultural organizations concerned; 
- making fuller use of the  storage mechanism,  through the implementation of 
an active storage policy for cereals,  sugar and  skimmed  milk powder  which 
will enable the  Community  to ensure  security of supply for consumers  on  a 
permanent  basis,  to absorb cyclical fluctuations  in production and to 
fulfil international obligations;  such a  policy would  not  be  concerned 
with stocks arising from  structural surpluses. 
(b)  Improvements  concerning various agricultural markets 
106.  The  mille  sector is at present the  only one  with a  persistent structural 
production surplus in relation to possible outlets.  It is  ~lao the  one  that 
gives rise  to  the highest budget  expenditure.  In these circumstances,  the 
Commission  believes that appropriate  steps should be  taken to  reestablish the 
structur~l equilibrium of the  ~arket in milk and  milk products,  In particular, 
price policy should be  conducted with this end  in view.  The  principle that 
producers  should share  the  responsibility for surpluses could be  applied in 
this case.  · The  Commission  believes that an appropriate means  to  this end 
would  be  to  apply the  t~rget and  intervention prices fixed for the marketing 
year in two  stages.  The  first stage would  be  applied at the beginning of the 
year and  the second during the  autumn;  in this  w~y allowance  could be  made  for 
differences in production condi  tiona in the  summer  s.nd  winter see.sons,  greater 
quanti  ties of  Pni:n<>.l  feed being needed in winter. 
At  the  same  time,  price policy could be adapted more  closely to market  trends. 
The  second  stage in the application of the prices would  be  based solely on  the 
achievement  of certain quantitative norms  determined in advance  on  proposals 
from  the  Commission  (intervention purchases,  trends of production and  consumption, 
and  other developments  on  the market).  In the event  of market  imbalances, 
producer and  consumer  price rises in winter could thus be  curbed,  changing the 
ratio between  the  price of milk and  the price of feedingstuffs,  and  reducing 
the  incentive to production.  The  price resulting from  the operation of this 
system would  form  the basis for determining prices for the  following year. -47 a-
In the event thctt  mn.rket  imbalances still persisted at the  end of the  m.:".rketing 
year,  it would be  possible to  prolong the latter up to  30 April  n.t  the  la.test. 
After consultinG the  org~nizations concerned with the milk trade,  the  Commission 
will place  propos~ls before  the  Council  relating to  the  establishment of the 
cri  tcri<J.  :md procedures  necess;:>.ry  to  implement  this policy line in time for 
the  1976/77  :na.rketing ye1.r. 
107.  Beef  and  ve~l 
Follovring an  ex~~nation of the  problems  encountered in this sector,  the  Commission 
has  co;ne  to  the  conclusion that,  on  economic  grounds,  the following Community 
me:1.sures  <!.re  required: 
- intervention instrunents should be  made  more  flexible; 
in applying the vo.rious  mM.sures,  allowance  should be  m::tde  for differences 
oetween types  of beef production;  i.e.  beef derived from dairy oattle,  beef 
derived from  beef cr..ttle,  Md beef derived from cattle f!'l.ttened  on battecy 
s~rstcrns  (feedlots); 
- the existing  s~vstem should be  supplemented by action to  prevent largescale 
fluctuations  on  the  beef  and veal ma.rket  from  getting under way.  Such action 
should be  begun  two  ye~rs in advance,  when  farmers  make  their production 
decisions; - 48-
- a  permanent  information syeta, fall't  aDd  &CCniZ'&te,  em  '\he  nate ot '\he 
cattle population (brnd, numbers,  ap, parpo•e),  trade with DCI1l  I  WI' 
countries,  the meat  stock situation and the probable iutlu.noe ot ailk 
products policy on  the livestock situation,  should be developed.  In the 
beef and veal aeotor,  the  Commission  believes that acoouat  •boald be 
taken of results obtained following the decision• taken by the Coanoil 
I 
in respect  of the 1975/76  marketing years; 
108.  Cereals 
The  Commisoion  would first of all reiterate the opinions which it expressed 
in its 1·iemorandum  of Octoh.er  1973  (paragraph 49) 1  inasmuch  as the Council 
has failed,  as yet,  to taKe  sny decision on  the matter. 
In order to  create a  1  tter balance between  the various cereals in terms 
of real market  reqvi rel!lents,  the Commu."li ty should eotabliah a  better 
price ratio betwe-el.  them.  The  objective lfould  be to achieve  a  common 
price le"'.·el  lfhich  would  take more  account  of the food value of the different 
cereals.  In this way,  the Community  1·10uld  be  able to abolish or.ce  and  for 
all the common  ~~eat denaturing  p~emium and  would  be  in a  better position 
to take into  account  the interests of its foreign trading pazotnera. 
The  Comission repeats its vie1-1  as to the importance of introducing a 
complete  and  coherent  storage policy based on  common  wheat  in the light of 
the Community  market's regular supply requirements  and  possible storage 
obligations at international level. 
With  reference to the facts noted in Part II of this r.ommunioation,  the 
Commission  mey,  at  a  future  time,  submit  proposals to the Council with a 
view to improving the  common  organization of markets in the light of 
developments  in the economic  situation in the durum  wheat  sector. 
109.  Olive oil 
The  Commission  recalls the op1n1on  it expressed in its Memorandum  of 
October 1973  (paragraph 64). -49-
\H th reference to the facts noted in Part II of this collii:Iunicc.tion,  the 
Co~~isoion rn~, at  a  future  time,  submit  proposc.lo  to the Council  with  ~ 
vie\·1  to  improving the  common  organi~a.tion of the markets  in the light of 
developments  in the  economic  situation in this sector and  experience 
acquired from  the operation of the existing system. 
110.  !llil! 
The  Commission  recalls the opinion it expressed in its Memorandum  of 
October 1973  (paragraph 64).  In addition,  it liould refer to its 
proposals for amendments  to the basic regulations governing the market  in 
wine,  (EEC)  Nos  816/70 and  817/70  (COK(74)1785  final,  4  November  1974). 
In view  of the fact  that  a  structural surplus situation appenrs  to be 
developing,  the Commission  doubts tha adequacy  of the intervention machinery 
in this sector.  As  a  remedial measure,  the Commission  considers that steps 
could usefully be  taken,  through  the Management  Committee  procedure,  to 
~range that decisions on  wine  distilling are taken at the start of the 
marketing year.  Distilling operations  should not,  however,  be  allowed to 
commence  until availabilities (production and  3tocks)  are considerably in 
excess of foreseaable requirements.  The  distilling premium  should be  fixed at a 
figure below  the support prioe, -to avoid providing an incentive to production;  a 
relatively low price for distilled wine  could be  regarded as an assertion 
of the principle that the producers  should share the financial responsibility. 
Wine  distilling cannot  by  itself resolve the problem  of the  imbalence  on  the 
wine  market,  as it merely  shifts the problem  from  the wine  sector to the 
alcohol  sector.  The  Commission  considers that the adoption of provisions 
aimed  at  limiting the planting of vineyards,  allowing for the qualitative 
and  regional  problems  characteristic of this sector,  are a  necessary part 
of the Community's  effort to ensure a  balanced market  and  improve  product 
quality in this sector. 
Lastly,  the  Commission  feels that the conclusion of long-term storage 
contracts would  facilitate the transition from  one  marketing year to the 
next;  in this way  the effect on  prices of variations in production would 
be  alleviated. -50-
In view  of the  considerable difficulties at present being experienced in 
relation to the quality wines p.s.r., stricter standards should be 
applied in this sector. 
111.  ~ 
Sugar is the only sector where  the  common  agrioul  tural policy operates a 
quota and  multiple-price  system,  which has recently been continued for 
the  period 1975/76-1979/80.  Since the  system is due  to be reviewed in 
several years'  time,  the  Commission feels that  a  full  study should now 
be  made  of alternative w~s of organizing this sector,  with a  view to 
avoiding the drawbacks  inherent  in the quota system whilst more 
effectively ensuring free  competition at the processing stage. 
112.  As  regards the  common  organization of the markets in other agricultural 
products  (mutton  and lamb,  cereals,  oil and protein plants,  potatoes), 
the  Commission refers to the views it expressed in the memorandum  of 
October  1973  (paragraphs 44,  45,  51-62,  65,  66). 
CHAPl'ER  II:  PROBLEMS  RELATING  TO  PRODUCTIVITY  AND  FARM  INCOMES 
113.  J.l~hol'C~  th!!  1.;arkots  <.1r:.:l.  prices policy is an e;nsential  instrur::o!:·~  for 
fc::.rm  inc.:m:!s1  it  c2.r:r:ot 1  01:  ita  O\•T11  solve  the  ir.co::~o  ~nd stc.r.d:::rc!-of-
liv!.n.-;  pro~.1lr::r::-::  ;-:.sn0ci:-.t·::d  \lith  Cor.-:munity  a.::;riculturo.  On  the 
contrary,  the disparities in farm  incomes  mi~ht well  be  aggravated if 
a  markets  and prices policy were  to  be  implemented  on its otm1 
unaccompanied by  a  dynamic  socio-structl~al policy  and  effective 
regional  and  social policies. 
114.  The  Conmb3ion  '~auld point  out,  in this cor.r.ection1  that it is the Treaty 
itself \·:hich  s-tipulates tha.t  one  of the  objectivos of the  con.01on  <•gric"-l.lt'.lrr.l 
policy nhould  bo  to  f;Uc'1.rantee  a  reasonable  standard of  1i·vin3 fo::- f::..rrr.er::; 
by  increasinG ac;riC'lltu::-.al  productivity.  In the  fh·st  in::;tancc,  th'3refor··;.: 
th(!  mear.s  of achievinG this objective  \~ould be  thro\:.t;h  the  effectiv~ ani 
en~rcct.ic application of the  socio-struct'J.!'al  policy. 
115.  l~evcrnelcss,  the  various  instrur.Jcnts  of the  corr.mon  acriculturo.l policy, 
Hhether they 1-e  the  ::arkots and  prices policy or the  so:::io-structural 
policy,  \~auld be  inadequate  on their  o~:n.  J..  solution to the  problems 
o.:;;socin.tt-d  11i Lh  farm  illco~:es  i.'.nd  the  dinparit.t of  inco~t:s in the  aD'i('ult"-l.:":.tl 
s~ctor c'l11.3  for  tilrJ  i.~.plcrr.entation of  a  cchcrcnt  s-.t  of  Co"1mu:--it.-:·  r.1:::.-:m·~,;:; 
an:i,  ir.  1~J.r~ir::u.l;:.r,  r·o·~'~ircr.  tl:t>  continvous  co:r-::-elation  ~f the  co:;r.·.o:l - 51-
agricultl~al policy and  the regional  and  social policies.  This correlation 
must  involve all of the  instruments employed,  including the financial 
instruments  (EAGGF1  Social Fund,  Regional  Development  Fund). 
116.  Accordingly,  the Cot:llllission  repeats what  was  said in ita Memorand.'UIII  of 
October  1973  {paragraphs 67-96).  All  the analyses  so  far undertaken 
point to the decisive importance,  for increasing both productivity and  the 
incomca  of persons engaged  in farming,  of intensifying the work  of 
restructuring agriculture and  promoting vocational training.  1}le  Commission 
stresses the need  for the complete  and  immediate  implementation of 
Directives 159,  160  and  161  in all Member  States.  It believes that the 
implementation of the Directive on  hill-farming and  farming in certain less 
favoured  areas is a  basic element  in the socio-struotural policy.  Finally, 
the Commission  would  urBe  the Council  to  adopt  without delay the proposals 
already before it (produ~er groups,  young  farmers,  forestr,y measures). 
117.  In addition,  the  Comm-~sion will shortly forward  to the Council  a  proposal 
for  common  measurer- ltti th regard to the  i.tlprovement  and  marketing of 
agricultural pror•1cts. 
116.  The  Commission  will consider the advisability of introducing improvements 
to  the socio-strtlctural policy in the light of experience of the effective 
application of the Directives in all Member  States. 
119.  Lastly,  the Commission  is continuing to give thought  to two  specifically 
socio-structural areas: 
- "the probl• of famere  and fam workers  vi  th insufficient training, which  is 
often the oauae of low  agrioul  tural productivity and  ip110  facto of inadequate 
•arni~l  the Commission  intends to propose  a  strengthening and 
intensification of Community  measures  in this area; 
- the problem  of disparities in farm  incomes. -52-
120.  It ahould be recalled that in the contu:t of the co.aon agricul.  tural 
policy,  incomes  policy ia baHd either on price poli07 alone or on 
price policy combined with subsidies on  specific products  (deficiency 
p~nts).  This instrument has found a  place in several IUZ'ket 
organizations in relation to products for whiCh  the self-sufficiency 
rate is low  or where  protection &lldnst  outside competition is low  aa 
a  result of the rules of the GATT  (for e:aaple, oil8Hda 8Zld  tobacco). 
121 •  Direct income  subsidies have  been granted, in the context of the 
coiiiDOn  agricultural policy,  for regions  covered by the Oo1mcil 
Directive on hill-fami.ng and farming in certain other lesa-favoured 
areas. 
122.  However,  direct  income  subsidies could prove to be neceaaar,y  in 
situations other than those already covered.  The  Commission  has 
already recognized this in proposing to the Council that subsidies 
should be granted for young f8Z'Diers  established tor leas than five years 
and  carrying out development plans. 
In addition,  direct  subsidies might  also be crmted,  in economic 
oiroumrianoes rellul  ti.ng in aaplo;yment pro'bl••, tor faratll'e  who  - because 
of their age - are not yet eligible for the ~ty  provided for in 
Council  Directive 72/160/"DJ,  or in certain r-.tons uperienoing 
particular structural difficulties  in the fora of a  reorcanisation 
pr•is for f&l'mers  who  give up  certain types of tanraing. 
It ~  be that the Commission will at  some  later date  conclude that 
direct subsidies of a  temporar,y nature, within the limits of reasonable 
budgetary expenditure,  are necessar.y in other specific and clearly 
defined oases,  especially where  market  and price policy measures together 
with the socio-structural and regional policies 4o  not  enable satisfactory 
reS\11 ts to be  obtained w1 thin a  reasofuiiU..e  time.  For the moment 
all efforts must  - aa  a  matter of priority - be concentrated on  the 
introduction,  throughout the Community,  of the sooio-structur&l. measures 
decided in 1972  {Directives 72/159/EEC,  72/160/BIC  aDd  72/161/ZEC)  and 
in 1974  (Directive on hill-f'arllling and f'arllling  in certain other lese-
favoured  areae) or still to be adopted  (propo•&l.  tor a  directive on 
special a88istmoe tor young f&rllers  eatablillhed for le•• thm tive yea:-s 
Uld carrying out  a  deYelopaat plm). -53-
CHAP'IER  III:  PROBLEMS  CONCERNING  THE  UNITY  OF  THE  MA.RKET 
123.  The  Commission  recalls that the reestablishment  of a  single market  must 
continue to be a  fundamental  objective of the common  agricultural policy 
(see paragraph 24  of the  memorandum  of October 1973).  The  following 
improvements  and other measures  are designed to promote  the achievement 
of this objective during the years to  come  and  concern the monetary 
compensatory a.mo'Wl.ts,  the application of rules of competition contained 
in the Treaty and the various technical and administrative barriers. 
(a)  Monetarx  oompensatorl amounts 
124.  The  monetary compensatory amounts  have  served as a  transitional instrument 
to maintain the machinery of the common  agricultural policy in operation 
whilst  the international monetary  system,  together with the  Community 
system,  was  changing from  a  fixed exchange  rate  system to a  floating 
exchange  rate system. 
125.  For the future,  the  Commission  cannot  aooept  the application of monetary 
compensatory  amotmts  insofar as they constitute factors disrupting the 
unity of the agricultural market  and  generating distortions of competition. 
On  the other hand,  the compensatory  amounts  should continue to serve as 
instruments to prevent  short-term fluctuations in exchanse rates from 
instantaneously affecting agricultural prices expressed in national 
currencies.  To  ensure that the monetary  compensatory  amounts  fulfil this 
second role within acceptable limits,  the rules and  procedures by  which 
appropriate  changes in these amounts  a.re  determined  should be laid down. -54-
(b)  Distortion of competition 
126.  The  Commission  notes that distortions of competition reiUlting from  the 
action both of Member  States and  of individual  enterprises continue to 
en01:1111ber  the  common  mlll'ket  in a.griculture.  In certain sectors (petroleum 
products, fertilizers),  these distortions have  become  more  acute aa  a  result 
of the recent  energy crisis. 
127.  Aa  rega:rd.s State aid,  the CODDieaion  intends to define a fr•nork for 
agrioul  tural aid pel'llli tting it to concentrate on those f'ol'lla  of aid which 
lll'e  outside that framework  and are thus liable to raise major problema in 
relation to competition,  intra-Community trade and  the development  of 
Coaaunity f&l'ID  structures.  At  the sue time,  where  aid aeann1 an within 
the framework,  their supervision b,r  the Commission  could be 1implified; 
under Article 94  of the Treaty,  the obligation to  inform the Commission  in 
advance of plana to grant  suoh  a:i.d,  laid down  in Article 93(3),  oould even 
be dispensed with.  Such  a  framework for agricultural aid might  comprise 
the following elements: -55-
- definitions of the categories of aid which  cannot  be  considered  as 
compatible with the common  market  and  the categories which,  on  the 
contrary,  can be  considered  in a  favourable  light; 
- the criteria on the basis of which  the Commission  will apply Articles 92-9A 
of the Treaty to general or sectoral agricultural aid not within the two 
above  categories.  These  criteria ma,y  relate to the objectives that these 
forms  of aid should or should not have,  or to their form  or intensity,  or 
to the m~imum expenditure which  a  Member  State m~v incur in respect of 
them. 
The  definition of such  a  framework,  and  its effectiveness,  imply strict 
observance qy  Member  States of their obligations under the Treaty in regard 
to State aid.  A full  inventory of all existing aid measures  is of course 
indispensable for defining this framework.  'l'he  C0111111ission  therefore attaches 
great  im~ortance to this inventory being provided as  soon as possible. 
128.  The  Commission  also  intends,  as one  of its first priorities,  to  investigate 
cases of agreements between undertakings or dominant  positions within the 
meaning  of Artioles 85  and  86  of the Treaty,  which  might  affect trade between 
Member  States in agricultural produce  (sugar)  or in the means  of agricultural 
production (fertilizers). 
129.  A new  problem has been oreated by the energy  crisis;  it calls for measures 
pertaining to  energy policy and  to the common  agrieul  tural policy. 
In the interest of certain types of agricultural production which  are heavy 
consumers  of petroleum products,  the following measures  should also be  taken: 
efforts to harmonize  excise duties on  petroleum products in general  should 
be  continued; 
- greater consistency and  transparency  in price levels as  between  Member 
States  should be  sought. -56-
The  following should alao be  examinedz 
- the differences between prioea of natural pa ainoe,  for oertain 
";ypea  of production,  IIUOh  aa oropa grown 'lmder glaea, thia fUel 
ia a  major source of energy in certain -..ber States; 
- the appropriate measures to be taken, if neoeaaary,  with reprd 
to crops  grown  under  glaaa. 
(c)  T•ohnioal  and ad•jniatrative barriers 
1)0.  The  establillhment of a  single a&rket  and of free IIOvw.tmt  for agricultural 
produce alao requires the 1'8110val  of bazori.era  to trade - eapeoiall.y 
teolmioal b&l'riera whioh are very maeroua in the apoioul  t"Gl'&l.  MOtor. 
The  Co.:iaaion proposes that the  Council  should introduce 110re  fiez:i  ble 
procedures in thia field IIZld  should  aut~tioal17 place on ita apDd.a 
B1JY'  proposals f'roa the eo.iaaion more  than six aontha old.  In addition, 
the Coaaisaion calla on the  Council to isne the direoti  na neoesaar;y to 
ensare that e%1)8rta ...  ting in the variou vol"k:ing  11'011PB  a4opt  a  leaa 
perf'ecticniat and  more  c~ty  oriented attitwie in the  .. -.ttera. 
131.  The  eo.ission believe• that ~  i.Jiprc...-nta propo ..  d  in the preaent 
oa.aanication will have the effect of l:illiting the badcetUT coat  of' 
the ooaon agrioul  tural policy to a  level beat oorre.pondi ng to 
economic objeoti  vee concerning oon1111111rs  8ZJd  prochaaaoa alia. -57-
132.  CC?rtnin  of the  inprovcments  proposed  to  aemect~ of thP  con~mon 
P(Ticu1tur?.l  r-olicy moreover  confer  ir-.rnediu.te  benefits on the  fin::.ncinl 
This  is particularly the  c?.se  Hith certnin-
acr('lss-the-bo:>.rd  l!!easures  such as  the  nrovisj on  of fuller and  S!'eeC!ier 
rep('lrt.r:  on  the  st~te of markets,  improve~ents in short  and  medium-ter::J 
foreca::;ts  ?.nd,  <!bove  alJ ,  the  transfer to the  Corr.mission  of  increo-.sed 
r.1~,,..kct  ::1anrremcnt  resnonsibili  ties as  t·.·ell  as  the  "'mendments  !IUt 
forrTCU"d  in resnect  of certain hlportP.nt  products  (in particul!'.r milk 
productt> 1  cereals  ?.nd  olive oil). 
133.  However,  these  chnn:_:-es  are  not  all that  c:m  and  should  be  done  to 
ir.~prove  the  budrctar;:,•  manarrement  of the  common  ar:ricultural policy. 
A number  of specific  <1.d justments  nre  rer"uired. 
1.  "Automatic"  upcia.tinr of the EAGGF  Guarantee Section budt>:et  estimates, 
so  aa  to  take  account  of market  trends. 
2.  For  the  adjustment  of the  Guarnntee Section bud ret to nell  decisions 
on  prices,  tuo possibilities can be  considered: 
Hakint;  a  provisiol"  durin~ the  bu:'!:etary procedure- e•IT•t  'lt the 
time  the  budret  is approved  - allot·linf· for price  increases in line 
with  the  Commission's  proposals.  If this were  done,  the  Council 
would  have  fixed  the fina.ncid  limits within which  its decisions 
on  prices  ~1ould be  made.  Thin  v10uld  mean  that  an additionol 
budrct  would  be  necessary  only if the  Council  made  decisions  on 
prices  involving,  for  the  current  budgetary ye?.r 1  expenditure  in 
excess of the provision; 
Accelerated  ad  hoc  supplementary budget  procedure during the 
financial  year  (the decision on  the  financial  conse~ences to be 
taken at  the  same  time  as  the decision on  prices). 
3.  Creatj on and  regular  updatin.~ of a  Guarantee Section  11budp-etary 
control  panel"  enabling a  rapid  assessment  to be  made  of the  budretary 
repercussions  of any  abrupt  and  substantial variations in a 
sir.nificant c-.r-ricul tural expenditure variable  ( exchanre rate  1  ~:orld 
prices,  hnrvests,  forei~ trade,  etc.), with a  view to appropriate 
mecEures  bcin= tnkcn to  keep 1-:herever  possible  ~·li thin budr·e't  lini  ts  • 
d.  Continuation of present efforts to detect  and  prevent fraud,  in close 
cooperation with national authorities. 
5,  Periodic review of those aspects of the  common  agricultural poliQV  which 
~ive rise to financial  Droblems. 